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S U ll II A R Y. 

The crystal structures or a number of molecular 

complexes formed by 4a4'•din1trodiphenyl with various diphenyl 

derivatives are described. The general type of structure is 

undoubtedly the same tor all the complexes examined and the 

typical arrangement may be taken as that in the complex of 

4·z4 1 .. dinitrodiphenyl with 4-hydroxydiphenyl, the structure of 

which has been tully determined. As shown 1n fig. 7 the 

dinitrodiphenyl molecules form layers in face•centred array 

and lie one above the other with a spacing or about 3•7 A. 

The arrangement of these molecules alone is such that a set 

of tubular cavitiesf also in face-centred array, run through 

the structure. In the complexes these cavities are occupied by 

the other component molecules, the hydroxydiphenyl molecules in 

the case considered; which thus lie nearly normal to the planes 

containing the dinitrodiphenyl molecules and are seen end-on 

in fig. 7. In the other structures examined geometrical and 

symmetry conditions require that the individual molecules 

should be tilted in varying degrees, but the type or structure 

still remains essentially the same. 

It is shown that the ratio of the components in these 

complexes is determined by the length of the molecule other than 

dinitrodiphenyl, and that 1n no case is it necessary for the 

intermolecular distances to be shorter than those found in 

crystals or ordinary aromatic nitro-compounds. 

• 
f 



! bonding mechanism 1n terms of dipole attraction 

between the component molecules is shown to be eonsistent with 

all the observed data. 

Ot interest are the periodic distortions which appear 

to occur in the crystal lattices of the complexes or 4:4'

dinitrodiphenyl with ~1odo•, 4•bromo• and 4---ehlorodiphenyl. 
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I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 1. 

' The problem of the constitution of molecu~ar 

COlJlPlexes derived from nitro-compounds and certain unsaturated 

hydrocarbons and their derivatives has, in recent years, 

attracted considerable attention and many hypotheses have been 

advanced with regard to the nature of the bonding. 

Thus Bennett (1;) and Ramm1ek (16) have suggested 

I 

that the components are united by covalent bonds while Weiss (17) 

has attributed complex formation to "a complex molecule, essentially 

ionic in character, which is formed from the two components by 

an electron transfer from the unsaturated hydrocarbon to the 

nitro-compound." In mor·e recent years, however,. the tendency 

has been to reg~:n•d complex· formation as 'being due to the 

interaction of -1poles (18-22), and this idea bas been 

supported by the crystallographic studies of Powt:tll and Huse (12), 

In tbe present work a erysta,llographic study of a 

series ot complexes formed by 4t4' .. d1n1trod1phenyl is 

described and a possible bonding .mechanism ror these complexes 

is discussed 1n terms of the interaction ot dipoles. 



THE MOLECULAR COMPLEXES OF 4a4'-DINITRODIPHENYL. 

A large number of molecular complexes of 

4a4l•d1n1trodiphenyl with various diphenyl derivatives have 

been prepared and analyzed by Dr. w.s. Rapson and Mr. E. !heal 

Stewart (l) ot the University Chemistry Department, and are 

listed 1n table 1. 

4t4'•Dinitrodiphenyl has been found to exhibit 

great selectivity in the formation or molecular complexes., 

which have been isolated only with 4•substituted and 4a4'

d1substituted d1phenyls. Diphenyl de71Vatives with strong 

electron-donating sulu~ti tuents such as •If\ or -OB 1n one or 

both of the 9£ib9 positions have tailed even to generate colour 

on admixture with 4t4 1-d1nitrodiphenyl 1n solutio.n. No 

evidence has been obtained or compound formation between 

2a2'•din1trodiphenyl and any of a large aumber ot simple diphenyl 

derivatives which have been applied to it. 

The compounds of 4t4 1-dinitrodiphenyl with benzidine 

and its tetramethyl derivative appear to be by far the most 

stable of those studied. They are much more intensely 

coloured (table 1) than those with 4-aminodiphenyl, 4a4*• 

dihydroxydiphenyl; 4-hydroxydiphenyl, and 4a4'-d1methoxy• 

d1phenyl. These in turn are much more deeply coloured than the 

remaining complexes listed, all of which have approximately the 

same colours as the substances from which they are derived. 



T A B L E 1. 

f~OP&RTkES OF SQIE MOLECULAR CQMP1EXES DERI!ED FROM 

4a4'~DINITROPIPHENXL• 

Molecular complex of 
4s41 ·d1nitrod1phenyl 
withs 

NN:N'N'-Tetramethyl
benzidine. 

Benzidine 

4-Aminodiphen,:1 

4a4'-D1hydroxydiphe
ny1. 

4-Hydroxydiphenyl 

4r4'~D1methoxydi
phenyl .. 

4a4 1•D1aeetoxyd1-
phenyl 

4-Acetoxyd1pheny1 

4-Iododiphenyl 

4-Bromod"phenyl 

4-Chlorodiphenrl 

4-Fluorodiphenyl 

D1pheny1 

Colo~ 

Dark-red. 

Stee1•grey 

Red 

Orange 

Orange-yello\7 

Yellow 

Cream 

Cream 

Pale• yellow 

Pale-cream 

Pale-cream 

Cream 

Pale-yellow 

MOlecular ratio or 
4:4'•d1n1trod1phe• 
nyl to the other 
component. 

4a1 

1:1 

4:1 

3tl 

3tl 

3;1 

7:2 

5'sl 

4:1 

7s2 

' ? 

3:1 

3:1 

M.P. 

oc. 

233° 
• 224 

240" 

220 • 

249° 

229" 

217 ° 

225' 
0 

0 • 191 -221 
0 0 

l92 -220 

192° -220. 

-
... 

0 • 191 -221 



In almost every case, these lightly coloured complexes melt with 

decomposition (over approximately the same range of temperature), 

indicating that they are less stable than their more deeply 

coloured analogues. In the cases studied, no complex formation 

has been observed between 4J4'-dinitrod1phenyl and diphenyl 

derivatives with electron-accepting groups in ~ position. 
-pctrQ. 

ln this( series, therefore; it appears that electron•donating 

substituents favour, and electron-accepting substituents inhibit; 

compound formation. or interest from th1s point of view is the 

formation or a highly coloured and stable oompound from 

4•n1trodiphenyl and NaNalPtN'•tetreethylbenzidine (which · 

contains strongly electron-donating dimethylamino group$). 

~his compound is the only known stable and easily prepared 

molecular complex formed by a simple mononitro derivative, 

and is the only eompound formed by 4•n1trod1phenyl which was 

isolated. 

The crystal structures of most of the molecular 

complexes listed in table 1 ha'te been examined, a.nd suitable 

crystals were grown by slowly cooli.ng a solution ot the complex 

in acetone containing a slight excess of the more soluble 

component. Many attempts were generally necessary before a 

suitable batch wa.a obtained. 



C R Y S ~ A L L 0 G R A P H Y. 

Tbf 21t~cll ;;rp'Qe;ttiea ~ 

It was generally possible to select crystals that 

were clear and free from flaws and in .most eases a very 

complete optical examination was possible. 

With .one exception all the complexes examined are 

monoclinic and show straight extinction on the (100) face. 

Wherever possible the monoclinic angle, t9, was determined from 

goniometer measurements, in many eases, however, no crystals 

developing a (.OOl) face could be found and the monoclinic angle 

was then determined rrom a Wei.ssenberg photograph taken with 

the crystal rotating about the symm.etrical axis. 

The complex with tet ramethylbenzidine is tricl1n1c 

&'>ld the des were chosen so that the angles between the. 
* • . .,.. • v* o 

reciprocal axes t ~ = 49 42', t3 = 68 9 1 , . o = 11 ;o ', could be 

measured directly on the goniometer, and the angles of the 

actual crystal cell were calculated from the relations 
* * * l!Qs ;3 c;os ~ - c.o.s &1( 

CoS D( = 
etc. 

All the crystals are very strongly doubly refracting 

and are optically positive. In most cases undar the polarizing 

microscope a biaxial figure containing the a cute bisectrix, which 

is nearly pe~pend1oular to {100), may be obtained. By 

measuring the separation, 2D, of the poles of' the figures, it 

~-



% A B L E 2, 

OPTICAL . PRO PERT IE§ . pF . SOME OF THE VOLECOLAI\ COMPLEXES . OF 

~a4'·DINITRODIPBEm. 

Complex ot System and Cell Optic Principal 
4z4 1•d1nitrodiphenyl prominent angles. axial refractive 
with: faces, angle indices. 

4, 4·' -Dihydroxj'diphenyl Konoc1fn1c i3 ;: 95 6 · ~~)_ ct.=- 1.62 
{ 1001 1101 4: 1.63 

-r~ 1.99 

4--Hydroxyd.iphenyl ~onoclfnic 
D I 45'0 ~ =- l . 5'9 ;.3: 99 39 

10~ 1101 /.3:: l. 64 
0011 /)c. 2.03 

!1:: 100° • 
r;{ .. 1.62 4-Iododiphenyl Monoclinic 34 

flOO} [1101 ~ = 1.65 
¥"= 2.13 

4-Bromodiphenyl Konocl{Inic /3¢100"' 37° ot~ 1.60 
flCOl 110} /.J = 1. 64 

¥7; 2,39 

4-Chlorodipheny1 U:onocl6n1c • ,1~100 
iloo} 110} 

cJ ' Di phen 1 Monoclinia (.J= 99 30 -~1ool {lloJ 
o I 

Benzidine Monoclinic ;3= 120 28 -l1oo1 f11o\ ool) 101 
0 I 

NNa N 1N'1 •TAtramethyl• Tricl1nic o(. ::-127 0 • -bAnzidine floc] folol (3= lOf 39' 
{OOll ((~ 95 45' 



/ 

/ 

«· 1·5"1 

\ ~a,., ___ \ _ _ ____. 
fJ {a/on1 b) • / ·6'1-

b (Jo,,.) 

_ ____, 

J)f,r•et$ou ol' tlw r-.tradl•• M41'••• .U tlae f.Pth 

u•• '" •"- ""'' ••11.. 
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was possible to calculate the optic axial angle, 2V, from 
. v 1> 

Stf\ = K;.3 

where K is a constant for the microscope and can be determined 

using a known biaxial mineral, and ;S is the intermediate refractive 

index. 

The principal refract! ve indices ri and ;3 were 

determined by the immersion method in solutions of methylene 

iodide and sulphur and using sodium light. Since solutions of 

refractive index high enough to determine 0 1n this way were 

not available, it was calculated from the relation 
- )( / t;(. .,_ - t3 -a.. 

fa-t\ v - o(. ~ /3-a.- ((2. 

F'er the complex with hydrOXj'c!iphan:yl the directions 

of the principal refractive indices are shown in fig, 1. 

For the other complexes whose refractive indices are listed in 

table 2, the corresponding directions are very similar to those 

shown in fig. 1, with the exception that ~ is parallel to and (( 

is perpendicular to .; in each case, 

Tbe WAit .cell§• 

The axial lengths were determined from oscillation 

photographs teken about the various axes and are listed in table 3· 

The density, F , of each crystal was measured by the 

method of flotation, using a mixture of chloroform and carbon 

tetrachloride, and the number, n, of complex groups per unit cell 

was then calculated from 

[ 'fG.1~ ( 0 



.% A B L I 3. 

YNIT gELLS OF SOME. Ol . 7:1fE MQLECULAR QOMPLEXP OF 

~z4'•DIN.ITRODIPHRNYL. 

Complex ot Cell dimensions in A. Density Calculated 
4a4'-d1n1trodiphenyl a b c in gm,/ number ot 
witht c.c. complex 

groups 1n 
the unit 
cell, 

4z4 1-Dihydroxyd1phenyl 20,0 18.6!f 11.3 1.45' 3.98 

4-Hydroxydiphenyl 20.06 9.46 11.13 1.43 1,99 

4-Iododiphenyl 20,0 9.5' 25'.8 1. 5'6 2.04 

4-Bromodiphenyl 20.0 <).; ' 1. 5'2 ? 

4-Chlorodiphenyl 20 .. 0 ,., ? .. ? 

Diphenyl 19.9 9. 5'0 11.0 1.43 1.98 

Benzidin.e 30.2 11 .• 1, 11.5' 1.44 4.o; 

NlhN'N'-Tetramethyl-
beru:idine 

19.1 14,8 22.0 1.43 2.02 



The space-groups will be discussed together with the 

structures, since in only one case was the space-group 

determined uniquely from the systematic absences. The routine 

methods and the apparatus used in the determinat i on of the unit 

cells and space-groups are described in Appendix 1. 

10 



DESCRIPTION OF THE STRUCTURES. 

As it was not practicable to undert~e Fourier .. 
analyses tor all the complexes prepared,. the structure of only 

one of them, the complex between 4a4 1·din1trodiphenyl and 

4-hydroxydiphenyl, was determined in detail; and approximate 

structures were worked out tor the complexes ot 4c4'·d1nitro• 

diphenyl with diphenyl, NlhN'N'•tetramethylbenzidine, benzidine, 

4a4 1·dihydroxyd1phenyl1 4-iododiphenyl, 4-bromodiphenyl and 

4-chlorodiphenyl. Comparative photographs have also been 

taken for the complex ot 4a4 1 •din1trod1phe~yl with 4-fluoro

diphenyl, but an approximate structure has not been wor ked 

out for it. 

The structures of all these complexes are closely 

similar and the typical arre.ngetn.ent may be taken as that in 

the complex ot 4•4'•dinitrodiphenyl with 4 ... hydroxydiphenyl. 

As shown in f'!g. 7 the dinitrodiphenyl .molecules form layers 

in face-centred array and lie one above the other with a 

spacing o! about 3 · 7 A. The arr&ngement of these molecules 

alone is such that a set or tubular cavities, also in. face

centred array, run through the structure. These cavities are 

occupied by the other component molecules, the hydroxydiphenyl 

molecules in the case considered, which thus lie nearly normal 

to the planes containing the dini trodiphenyl molecules and are 

seen end-en in fig. 7., .In the other complexes geometrical 

and symmetry considerations require that the individual molecules 

II 



should be til ted in varying degree·s, but the type of structure 

still remains essentially the same. 

In all these complexes there is no evidence for 

localized bonding between the units 1n the crystal structure; 

there is sufficient space in the unit cell in each case for 

the .molecules to packwithout intermolecular approaches closer 

than those observed in crystals of ordinary aromatic nitro• 

compounds. This is reflected in the ~ns.1 ties ot the complexes 

(table 3) 1 which are all of the same order as those recorded 

for nitro-compounds such as Jl•dinitrobenzene (1·64) 1 a·din1tro• 

benzene (1·5'7) and 4i4 1•dinitrod1phenyl (1·45'). 

/:1. 



1. DETAILED ANALYSIS OF THE COl,4PL.EX OP' 4r4'•DINITRO· 

- DIPHENYL WITH 4-HYDROXYDIPHENYL. 

The. space-groyg. 

The dimensions of the unit cell are 

.a= 20·06 A, ~= 9·46 A, & =11·13 A, ;J:: 99o39' t 

and this cell contains two of the complex groups (C, BsC6 H~OH) 

(Oz. N-C(H~Ct H,.NOz. )3, 

Reflections or type ail occur only with h+k even. 

The cell, therefore, has the ~-face centred. Reflections of 

type 0~ occur only with Js even, and reflections or type J101 

only with h even. The space•group may, therefore, be either 

&,., .k2f'" t or 2tn • There are only two ot the complex groups 

13 

1n the unit cell, and each such group contains only one molecule 

of hydroxydiphenyl and an odd number of molecules of dinitro

diphenyl. The general position is four-fold in the space-group C1 

and eight•fold in '2/~t so that each molecule of hydroxydiphenyl, 

and at least one molecule of d1nitrodiphenyl in each group, 

must lie in a special position. In the space•group ,k~ this 

special position can only be a two-fold axis. Each of the 

molecules concerned might have a two-fold axis, but in the 

case of the polar molecule of hydroxydiphenyl this can only 

be the long axis of the molecule. The length of this molecule, 

allowing for the approach of the next molecule along the two• 

fold axis, can hardly be less than 11· BAt and, since the length 



or the J2 axis of the cell, parallel to which the two-fold axes 
~ ~ . 

of the spcae-group .£.t lie, is only 9·46 .1, this would appear to 

exclude the. possibility of this space•group. In the space

group ~~M t since the general position is eight-fold, the odd 

molecules in the complex group must lie both on a two-fold axis 

and a mirror plane. In the case of the hydroxydiphenyl molecule 

this is impossible; tor its only possible two-fold axis lies 

in its only possible mirror planes of symmetry, while 1n the 

space•group the two-fold axes are perpendicular to the mirror 

planes. The space~group must therefore be ~ ~ ~ ~). 

Packing considerations lead, as will be shown in 

the next section, to the conclusion that the hydroxydiphenyl 

molecule has itself to lie completely in a mirror plane5 and, 

as there appears so far to be no ease in which a benzene ring 

has been definitely shown to lie in a mirror plane, it was 

decided to test the crystal for pyro•electricity. The method 

used was substantially the same as that described by Orelkin 

and Lonsdale (2) 1 exo~pt t~.at instead of an electroscope an 

electrometer valve, the c1reu1t for which is described in 

Appendix 2, was used. The sensitivity of the ap~ aratus was 

tested using rochelle salt end JB-d1n1trobenzene, which are 

known to be polar, and, on introduction of the liquid air, 

the galvanometer spot was thrown off the scale 1n each case, 

Using rock-salt as a control, maximum deflections or about i em. 

were observed. 

When a crystal of the complex of d.ini trodiphenyl 

/If-



with hydroxydiphenyl was gripped across the R axis maximum 

detlections of the order or i em. were observed on introduction 

or the ~iquid air in repeated experiments. This small deflection, 

when the d~fticulty of holding the crystal in exactly the right 

d irect1on is taken into account, may be taken as showing an 

absence or polarity in the .12 direction, which is consistent 

with the existence or a mirror plane perpendicular to the R axis. 

When the crystal was gripped across the ~ axis, under similar 

conditions, deflections or about 10 ems. were observed, whilst 

across the .i axis the deflections were about 20 ems. These 

small, but positive, results indicate that the .1 and .£ directions 

are polar, and t hat there is no centre or symmetry; which is 

consistent with the spaee~group gm• 

Prelim1nerr @11(igte of the S~£uctyre. 

In the space-group g m the general position is four

fold I it is therefore necessary so to arrange the complex 

groups that each has a ~~ror plane of s~etry, thus reducing 

the number of groups in the unit cell to two, and at thesame 

time to pack the molecules into ~he available space. Each 

molecule or 4-hydroxydiphenyl and at least one of the molecules 

ot 4a4 1dinitrodiphenyl must now lie on a mirror plane 1n such 

a way that this plane is also a symmetry plane of the molecule. 

In the case of the hydroxydiphenyl molecule, the OH group must 

lie 1n a mirror plane, but the plane of the benzene rings 

themselves may be either in the mirror plane or at right angles 

to it. Three-dimensional cardboard models were made of ths two 

I~ 



types or component molecule and these were packed into the unit 

cell with due regard to the symmetry conditions. A coplanar 

configuration of the benzene rings 1n diphenyl was assumed for 

these models and the dimensions were taken from previous work 

,, 

on p•din1trobenzene (3), 4a4 1-dinitrodiphenyl (4) and resorcinol(5'). 

With normal distances or approach between adjacent benzene rings 

in neighbouring molecules only one arrangement was found to be 

possible. The hydroxydiphenyl molecules have to lie completely 

in the mirror planes with their greatest lengths approximately 

in the direction of the .2 ax1SJ whilst the dinitrodiphenyl mole• 

cules have to lie across the mirror planes, so that the terminal 

carbon atoms or the benzene rings and the n1 trogen atoms are in 

the mirror planes and the other carboncoms and the oxygen atoms 

are reflected across these planes. In order to get the most 

economical packing, the dinitrodiphenyl molecules must lie with 
0 

their greatest lengths inclined at about 11 to the A axis, thus 

interleaving with one another. The type of arrangement arrived 

at will easily be understood on reference to figs. 5 and 7, and 

was indeed very close to the final structUl'e. Confirmation of 

this type ot arrangement is given by the refractive indices, and 

by the diffuse spectra due to thermal vibrations. 

The direction of vibration of the 1 . ght vector for the 

largest refractive index ct in fig. 1) is nearly parallel to the 

planes or Ul the benzene rings (see fig. 5'). The direction or 

vibration fo:t· the intermediate refractive 1ndex,;3 , is parallel 

to the planes or the benzene rings of the three dinitrodiphenyl 

molecules but is perpendicular to the planes ot the benzene rings 



of the hydroxydiphenyl molecule; while the direction of vibration 

for the smallest refractive index, c( t is parallel to the planes 

of the benzene rings of the one hydroxydiphenyl molecule but 

nearly perpendicular to the planes of the benzene rings or the 

three dinitrodiphenyl molecules. 

Lonsd le (6) has shown that the shape of the diffuse 

spectra, due to thermal vibr tions ln the crystal, depends on 

the type of structure. In A pendix 3 it is described how with 

17 

a layer•lattice structure the spectra from planes parallel to the 

layers of atoms are accompanied by 1 rge and nearly circular 

diffuse reflections, while with a chain-like structure the spectra 

from planes perpendicular to the di rection of th ch ins are 

accompanied by diffus streaks. It is possible for structure 

containing long fl t molecules to produce both t ypes ot diffuse 

spectra, and this is the case tor the complex between dinitrodiphe• 

n)tl and hydroxydj.phenyl. The dinitrodiphenyl molecules all lie 

in planes approximately parallel to one another thus producing 

layer-lattice type of structure while they are also sufficiently 

long to have a chain-like nature. 

-It is found that the spectra 003, 203, 113, and 113 

have very pronounced, and more or less circular, diffuse reflec

tions accompanying them, indicating that the dinitrod1phenyl 

molecules are not gr eatly inclined to these planes. It is also 

found that the spectra lo,o1, Bo2, 9ll and 9ll have very pronounced 

diffuse treaks accompanying them, indicating that the lengths 

of t he d1nitrod1phenyl molecules are nearly perpendicular to 
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these planes. A number of less pronounced ghosts corresponding 

to sim.ilar directions in the unit cell have been observed. The 

directions in the unit cell of some of the planes giving 

pronounced diffuse spectra are shown in tig. 3 and may be 

compared with the actual structure as shown 1n fig. ;. A 

photograph showing both types ot ghost is reproduced in t1g. 2. 

It is also significant that the spectrum from the planes (020), 

1n which lie a.1.;L the hydroxydiphenyl molecules (see fig.. 7) , 

also has a pronr>uncGd diffuse reflection accompanying it, which 

is not circular but is considerably elongated owing to the 

influence of the d1n1trodiphenyl molecules, 

The Fourier sYnthesis of tbe structure• 

For ·the accurate determination of the structure the 

method of double Fourier series ft:rst developed by Bragg (7) 

was used. The preliminary structure promised a reasonable 

resolution ot many of the ato~ wh$n proJected on the ~! plane, 

whilst a projection on the !~ plane, althouab offering no actual 

resolution of the atoms, pn:·cmisl!d suf'1'icient information to fix 

the z coordinate•. 

In neither case is there a centre of symmetry, and, 

putting the summation equations in sueh a form that only positive 

v&lues of ,h, k and 1 need be considered, we .get, for the space• 

group Q"' 

- ( /) 
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where f(xz) ! s tb,e dens ity of t he pro j ection paral lel to ,2 on t he 

j1g plane, an 

f ( ~ y) ~ o. ~ [ F(-) t +-u [f F {~ko) cos [211( 1-t) - ~hk•il} eos.t11(¥-~ ----(2) 

where i (xy) is the d 11si t y f tho pro j ection par llel to .& on the 

.§l plane~ The numer :J.cal f e.etor i n front o! the SU!llmati on s:tgns 

must be hal ved if ei t her h or 1 are zero 1n: equati on ( m d :tf 

ei t her Ja . or .k are zero in equation (2 (bOJ. and /F(~o> J are 

obser va.ble quanti t i es but the phase differences D have to be 

cal culated us i ng the positions of the atoms s umed in the 

preli minary structure . 

In the s J(;.Ce .... roup -""·the coordin~tes of equivalent 

poil;.t pos i ·t i s a e 

~ y z >c + y,_ y 1" Y1. , z 

xy'l.. x ~ Yz. y+ Y2., z. 

Since t here are only t wo complex groups 1n the unit 

cell this means that nC't all the atoms in a g roup are symmetrically 

independent or one another. For the purposes or structure factor 

calculations, only t hose atoms in a complex group which are not 

connected by sym etry relat i n hips need be cons idered. 

The structure Fa.c t ol f or u.toms 11 · neral · ositions ' re given. by 

where 
,4 {"ot) = ~ £ f f c.os211 (k! + 

2: ) 1 
~ (kot ) :. fr £ \ f s \ " 2if (~.,.!E) J } ('3) 

ft("ka) ~ l,- .£ { f c.o~27T(A.!: ) c.os.tn('TJ} 
B ('l<o ) = 4- f f f ~•" t u(¥) c.. s 1." C¥-) 1 1 -(4-) 



f i s th6J app:ropr i t e ' tomic $Catte 1ng f ac t or of t he a m w1ose 

coordi n" t es are {1.yz.) e.nd the sum is to be taken over all t he 

independent atoms in the complex group. In the case of atoms 

l yli1g in the mirror planes the factor of 4 tn equat ions (3) and (4) 

muo ~t be halved i 1 order t o avoi d counti ng ueh a toMS twice. 

!he phase diff e· ences .e ca1cula ed f!"O 

;) = to.. .... - f :B -ft 

lnt·en~ 1 t y u as ·~n:·ementa. 

ln. order t o valuate t he Fo 1er s er1e i t •s 

necessal"y t o determine the structure factors {F(hOl~ and 

(F<h!O>( for all spectra of appreciable strength, For this 

purpose two crystal specimens were cut to approximately cubic 

dimensions with a side of 0·2- 0•3 mm., and were set tor 

rotation about the R and s axes, the crystals being completely 

immersed in the beam ot CuX~ radiation. For sue~ small cr ystals 

corrections for absorption m~ay be nearly neglected. 

As no i oni sation spectrometer was avail able, the 

:rel ative in~tensitias o1' the spectra were measured by means of 

a microphotometer as described 1n Appendix 4( a), and an attempt 

was made to put these relative values .on an approximately absolute 

scale by comparison with a known crystal, p•dinitrobenzene, as 

described 1n Appendix 4(b). 

There is in this case , however, a more reliable 

means of stand&.rdis ation . The y-coordinates of a large number 

of atoms are fixed f rom space-group and packing consider a tions. 



Since the hydroxydiphenyl molecules lie 1n the mirror planes 1 
1'1 ·;..· '1• 0 

and the dinitrodiphenyl molecules across the mirror planes, 

the only atoms whose coordinates are not fixed are the oxygens 

of the nitro~groups and some or the carbons ot the dinitro• 

diphenyl molecules, which are reflected, however, across the 

mirror planes. The dimensions of the benzene ring and the 

nitro-group are known from previous work, and thus the z co

ordinates ot these tew atoms can also be tixed without making 

many assumptions. This means that the structure factors (rco~o> / 
can be calculated with considerable accuracy. (A rough 

temperature correction for the various atomic scattering factors 

was made as described in Appendix ; and used in all s~bsequent 

structure factor calculations). It the observed values tor 

l r<o~o> ( are then adjusted to fit these, a correction factor 

to reduce all F values to an approximately absolute scale can be 

obtained. 

Agreement between the absolute F values as calculated 

by both methods was almost exact1 this is satisfactory, but 

the closeness of the agreement must be considered as largely 

fortuitous. The calculated and adjusted observed values of 

{F(Oko)f are shown in table 4. 

Evaluation of the Fourier series tor the projection on the £2 plane. 

Since the calculation of structure factors according 

to equations (3) promised to be a very laborious process, tor the 

first approximation the following assumptions were made.z 



(a) That, if the OH group be left out of account, 

the structure has a centre of symmetry at the origin. This 

assumption is consistent with a reasonable packing, and the 

relatively small polarity observed in the ~ and ~ directions 

suggests that it may not be far A"om the truth. 

(b) That the dinitrodiphenyl molecules lie parallel 

to one another and areevenly spaced with a separation ot ~in 
the .£ direction. This is borne out by the strength ot the 003 i 

20l and particularly the 206 spectra. 

(e) That the dinitrodiphenyl molecules are completely 

planar, although to get the best packing it is necessary to tilt 

the nitro-groups slightly away from the plane of the benzene rings. 

The structure factor calculations were thus considerably 

simplitied, while the agreement between Jr(obs.~ and ~(calc.>/ 
was on the whole quite good. 

The phase relationships tor the various spectra were 

calculated as tollowsa since a centre of symmetry had been 

assumed for the whole structure, excepting the OH group, the 

value ot j was given by the position of this group alone. The 

m&gnitu4t ot A was taken from 

/t = /J-F(.-~-s.)---'6-~ 

while the Jiin ot A was taken as being that of its calculated 

value. The phases were then calculated according to the 

expression (5'). 



Z'AJILE 4. 
).~ 

AND CAL0ULATE1J STRU{}'J'U/IE TAOTORS JI'OR THE 

COJIPLEX !liTH DYDRGXYDIPR!SNYL. 

hkl I F~obs .ll I F(calc.ll .!!:& I F(obs.ll I F(calc.J I 
200 60 60 13,30 13 7 
400 ll3 103 14,40 33 15 
600 97 65 14,60 13 4 
800 54 33 15,30 21 15 

10,00 35 27 15,50 17 13 
12,00 8 7 16,20 10 7 
14,00 27 16 16,40 17 13 

16,60 10 10 
020 300 318 17,10 12 8 
040 35 42 19,10 8 12 
060 80 76 
080 149 134 

001 14 25 0,10,0 66 56 
002 24 28 

IIO 68 55 003 213 181 

130 139 ll2 004 20 10 

150 81 51 005 47 29 

170 27 26 006 36 60 

190 30 4 007 32 14 

220 27 12 00,12 24 5 

240 99 85 
260 68 55 201 42 18 
280 23 4 202 63 25 
310 89 52 203 22 33 
330 52 41 204 17 17 
350 58 55 205 39 18 
370 47 38 206 18 15 
390 20 5 208 19 7 
420 130 120 209 37 54 
440 102 74 20,10 19 4 
460 39 12 20I 35 13 

4,10,0 15 29 202 41 26 
510 ll2 86 203 180 151 
530 95 86 204 37 59 
550 100 82 205 53 64 .. 
590 16 18 206 107 241 
620 41 22 207 14 47 
640 29 19 401 26 14 
710 ll5 80 402 22 28 
730 9 9 403 90 126 
750 27 25 404 28 28 
820 27 16 405 34 59 
840 II 6 406 14 28 
910 43 43 408 13 14 
930 21 20 40I 91 79 
950 18 19 402 42 33 
990 12 12 403 24 24 

10,20 19 18 404 52 33 
10,40 10 12 405 29 30 
10,60 12 15 406 25 104 
ll , IO ll 13 408 12 12 
11 ,30 12 13 409 17 23 
13.10 10 7 40,12 55 



fABL 8 4, (oon't£nuerJJ, J.' 
hkl IF(obs.)l IF(calc.)l hkl IF!obs.ll I F!calc.) I 

601 12 11 10,01 190 123 
602 114 91 10,04 85 106 
603 56 -73 10,08 15 13 
604 18 32 10,09 26 14 
607 21 11 12,01 19 15 
601 113 97 12,05 16 42 
60"2 59 44 12,07 26 12 
603 14 43 12,08 28 29 
606 28 46 12,01 59 21 
607 14 30 12,0"2 19 7 
608 28 30 12,04 15 44 
801 74 58 12,07 42 67 
802 148 105 14,01 40 14 
803 60 79 14,02 39 52 
804 27 42 14,01 81 68 
805 75 58 14,0"2 37 26 
806 21 27 16,01 28 11 
807 30 28 16,02 17 7 
808 17 2 16,04 19 10 
SOT 50 35 16,01 15 3 
80"2 52 48 16,0"2 47 33 
803 90 83 16,07 53 12 
804 55 65 16,08 20 3 
807 17 52 16,0,10 17 2 
808 32 4 18,01 23 17 

80,10 37 4 18,02 18 26 
10,01 42 26 18,04 26 ' 28 
10,02 47 36 18,0"2 34 20 
10,05 20 4 18,0,10 20 16 
10,06 21 20 20,0"2 18 19 
10,07 16 18 20,05 23 13 



The series (~was now evaluated using the method of 

Lipson and Beevers (8) and taking the precaution mentioned in 

Appendix 6. The projection so obtained was· fairly clean with 

little false detail, except around the position ot the hydroxr• 

diphenyl molecule. From this projection, improved values of 

the x and & coordinates were tstimated. For most atoms there 

was little change, but a tilt of the nitro-groups away from the 

plane of their benzene rings had appeared. Except tor the OH 

group, there was no departure from a centre of symmetry at 

the origin for the structure. 

The structure factors were recalculated;still 

assuming this approximation to a centre of symmetry, but without 

other simplification. !he values of A and B used in determ1ninc 

the phase relationships for the summation were obtained in the 

same way as before, and the series was again evaluated. The 

projection so obtained was much cleaner, and showed better 

resolution than the first, but there was little appreciable 

:27 

change 1n the positions of the peaks, even those of the nitro-groups. 

The observed and calculated structure factors are 

shown in table 4. The agreement on the whole is excellent and 

generally it is only for spectra with sin& greater than 0· 5' that 

any serious discrepancies are found. As no differentitl 

corrections for the temperature motion were made tor the 

different spectra, one would expect the observed values for 

those spectra, particularly the higher orders, which are most 

affected by thermal vibration, to be somewhat lower than the 



calculated values. Such spectra will be prod.uced by those 

planes which .est nearly contain the dinitrodiphenyl molecules 

and so have the largest vibration~ approximately perpendicular 

to thea. These spectra are ma1nly .003, 006, ?O), 406, 206 

and 40,12, and it is found that th~ calculated values tor oo6, 
406 and 40, i2 are far too high. 

The contour diagram drawn from the final values or f ()(~ 
tor the projection on the .1.2 tace view:ed par~llel to R is shown 

in fig. 4. This contour diagram may be interpreted with the 

aid ot the key diagram shown in. fig. ;. 

In all projections where there is no centre ot 

symmetry the observed coefficients jFf must be combined with 

phase ditterences ~ that have to be calculated, according to 

eq'l.\&~ion (sj, from assumed data. I.n the present instance the 

assumptions made have led to no inconsistencies, and taere 

is no r~aso~ to believe that they can represent any marked 

deviation from the truth. Only the position of the OH group 

has been used to determine .It since a centre of symmetry 
' . 
.a. 

was assumed for the rest of the structure. B is generally very 
1 

small compared with F(obs.), the mamitude ot j thus depends 

mainly on observation, the .a11.n only being determined from the 

assumed positions of the atoms. It is significant that the 

benzene rings of the hydroxydipheJl11 molecule appear in the 

projection as clearly as can be exPected, although their position 

rarely attected the sign of A which was determined almost 
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entirely by the dinitrodiphenyl molecules. It is also satisfactory 

that the tilt or the nitro-groups to the plane or the molecules 

has emerged in the course of the summations and was not assumed 

initially. Probably the most convincing confirmation of the 

proposed structure, however, is the ~cellent agreement between 

J F(obs.) I and JF( calc.) f. 
Evaluation of the Fourier series for the projection on the ARPlane. 

From the previous projection the .! coordinates of the 

atoms can be estimated while,. as has already lBen shown, the 

! coordinates can be fixed from the preliminary structure with 

some accuracy. 

The structure factors F(bkO) were calculated according 

to the expression (4) assuming as before a centre or symn:stry for 

the structure; with the exception of the OB group. The values of 

' F(obs. >/ and Jr<calc.) I are included 1n Table xt The agreement 

is excellent. The phase relationships were calculated 1n the 

same way as for the .12 projections thus the value of ~ was given 

by the OH group alone, and the sign ot A was taken as being that 

of its calculated value while its magnitude was calculated from 

The series (2) was then evaluated using, as before, the method 

of Lipson and Beevers. The contour diagram and key diagram 

corresponding to values ot f('j.y) are given in figs. 6 and 7. 
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Est~;ation of Partm~ters. 

From the !£ projection the x and A parameters were 

estimated as follows• 

(a) Ibe d1n1trogippenyl molegU.ftl• The displacement 

of the position ot C s,~ from the csntre of the peak in which 

they are unresolved from C t was assumed to be the same as the 

displacement of C to, 11 from the centre ot the peak in which they 

are unresolved from C t:l • It the side or the bmzene ring :1s 

l-40A this displacement is approximately O·l3At and msuming the 

benzene ring to be a regular hexagon, the positions of all the 

carbon atoms in this ring can be fixed. An estimate was made of 

the sort of displacement to be expected, taking into account 

the height o.f the peaks produced by the separate atoms, Q.fl;A apart, 

and the approximate resolving power shown in the projection, and 

agreement was good. A similar displacement was calculated for 

the unresolved 0~,~ - N1 peak and the position ot the two 

oxygen atoms fixed at about 0.20A from the centre ot the peak, 

and directly_ away from C 1~ • The position of t he nitrogen atom 

was then fixed by assuming a C -I distance ot 1.53A, as found 

by James et.al, (3); and placing the nitrogen along the line 

joining c,~ to 0~,3· This procedure was repeated for the other 

benzene rings and nitro-groups. The benzene rings in each 

dinitrodiphenyl molecule were assumed to be coplanar and the 

slight deviations from this shown by the projection were 

neglected. 

(b) 4be hYdroJYdipbeQYl molecule. Here two benzene 

rings, regular hexagons of side 1.40A, were adjusted so as to 

[p<:..]~ '3( 



ZAiLE . ;. 

PAHAUXW . OF . ABE !TOMS .. IN %HE . COMPJ.li;X !ID HIDROXX• 

RIPHEIYL WUSSW2 . M FjAC460t{S OF THE . CORliHfONPING 

LATTICE TftANSLAZIQIS. 

The atoms denoted by bars in the figures ; and 7 are 
to be taken as der ived from their corresponding atoms listed 
below by the operation ot a centre of symmetry at the origin. 
The actual deviation from this was very small and has been 
neglected. 

Ala· Q• l'Ll· IILR· 
c, .007 0 ,068 
c1 :g~i 0 .131 
c·l 0 .2,8 
Cy. .034 0 .323 
Cs- ... 032 0 .260 c, -.047 0 .132 
07 ·038 .5'00 .010 
c; .073 .628 .018 o, .073 ·i72 .018 
Cto .144 • 28 .036 c,, .144 ·372 .036 
c,~ .179 .5'()0 .045 
q,3 .069 lt500 .36g 
c,~,. .105' .628 ·37 e,s- .105' ·i'2 -376 c,jJ .176 • 28 .402 
Ca .176 ·Z1~ .402 
Cri' .211 .;oo .414 c ,., -.oo6 .,oo ·337 
c~ -.041 .628 .)24 
Cz.r -.041 •i72 ·324 
Cu ... 112 • 28 .298 
C:n -.112 ·372 .298 
col, .... 147 .;oo .286 

Q., .048 0 .445' 
02 .285 .600 .103 
03 .28; .400 .103 
o,. .317 .600 .430 
O.s ·317 .400 .430 
o, -.253 .600 .235' 
07 -.253 .400 .235 
N, .256 .5oo .088 
H2. .288 .5oo .42? 
N3 ... 224 .500 .247 



give the be·st tit with the resolved peaks 01 , O.t, o, t and 

c1 , C.z, c,, while having a linear arrangement ~~ .,~he atoms 

Ct-, c,, o,, Ct,.• The OH peak is resolved. 

The estimation ot the z parameters from the Jl 

projection presented no difficulties. 

A list ot parameters is given in table ;. 

Desgri'Qtion ot the _Struqt;yre. 

The packing of the molecules in this structure 1s best 

illust;rated by tig. 1. It may be described as a face centred 

arrangement ot d1n1trod1phenyl molecules all lying across the 

mirror planes (020) and nearly in the planes (ao6), thus inter

leaving with one another (as shown in fig, 5)1 the long holes 

thus lett in the structure are tilled by the hydroXydiphenyl 

molecules lying nearly end to end in the mirror planes w1 th their 

lengths nearly normal to the planes containing the dini trodiphenyl 

molecules. Each hydroxydiphenyl molecule is thus surrounded by 

twel"'e dinitrod1phenyl molecules all approximtely equally 

spaced from it. In these circumstances it is impossible to choose 

any particular group or individual molecules as representing the 

'complex molecule', the discrete existence of which m.t be 

doubted. With a 'View to illustr.at1ng the molecular dimensions 

ot the individual components in the structure, however• a group 

of three d1nitrod1phenyl molecules and one hydro~ydiphenyl molecule, 

which may be taken as representing the repeating unit o·f structure, 

. is shown in tig. a. 
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An unusual and striking feature of this structure is 

that cer tain groupings must be perfectly sym etrieal. Thus the 

benzene rings of the hydroxydiphenyl molecules have a plane or 
symmetry in the plane or the rings and the 'lBnzene rings or the 

dinitrodiphenyl molecules have a mirror plane passing through the 

terminal carbon atoms and perpendicular to the plane of the rings. 

It, therefore, seems reasonable to infer that ~ benzene ring 

possesses both types of mirror plane, 'lhe nitro•groups must also 

possess a plane of symmetry, passing through the nitrogen atom, 

and across which the two oxygen &toms are J:•etle0t edf t his suggests 

that the unequal N .... 0 ~istanoes obsel'Ved by J ames et aJ. ~ (3) and 

by van Niokerk (4) 1n_E•din1trobenzene and 4:4*·din1trodiphenyl 

re.spect1vely , mny not have been a ree.l effect. 

The moleeular dimensions of greatest interest are 

those ot the nitro-group. A distance of l.90A is found between 

the· two oxygen atoms which are reflected across the mirror plane J 

and, since the distance between the carbon atoms of the benzene 

ring • similarly reflected across ·the mirror plane, is 2. 42A 

(which agrees well with the corresponding dimension, 2.42;A, for 

a regular hexagon of side l.40A), this is probably a fairly 

accurate determination. This distance of 1.90A is somewhat less 

than the 0 ... 0 distance in the nitro-group found by other workers, 

namely 2.14A in E•dinitro benzene (3), 2.00A 1a 4a4 1-dinitro

d1phenyl (4), and 2.17A in ~-d1n1tro benzene (9). Unfortunately 

the positions of the nitrogen atoms cannot be fixed with accuracy, 

but by assuming a C - N distance of 1,.5'3A a value ot l.lOA is 

obtained for the K - 0 distance 1n the n1tro•groups. 



This may be compared with the values 1.2; and 1.10 A tor 

p-dinitrobenzene (3), 1.21 and 1.14 A tor 4·t4'-dinitrod1pheny1 

(4) and 1.20A tor !!-dinitrobenzene (9}. The tilt ot the nitro• 
. 0 

groups away ~om the plane or the benzene rings, varying from ; 
0 

to 11 , seems to be due to packing considerations, and is such as 

to give a reasonable balance between the 0 to 0 and 0 to CH 

distances between interleaving molecules, without making any ot 

these distances abnormally sho.rt. 

Also of interest are the C - C distances, between the 

benzene rings in the diphenyl part of the molecules, ot 1.48 -

1.49 A; these may be compared with the values ot l.48A obtained 

by Dhar (10}, and l.42A by van Ni.ekerk (4). The present values 

are not very accurate but suggest that the diphenyl link is nearer 

1.5 than 1.4 A. 

None ot the intermolecular distances, the most 

important of which are shown in fig. 5, are abnormally short. 

The distances between oxygens in neighbouring nitro-groups are 

3·8• 3.3, 3.7, 4.) A between Oa and 03 ~and o, , o, and 0~ 1 

Os and Os-- , respectively. Some or the 0 to CH links between 

neighbouring clinitrodiphenyl molecules are ).2, 3.4, 3,41 3.6, 

3• 7 t 3· 8 A between OS" and C 11 , 0 s and C.:l.:z. , 0~ and C 11 , 0 6 and Cflt 

0 3 and Cu, 0~ and C 11 , respect1velfJ while some similar links 

between nitro-groups and hydroxydiphenyl molecules are 3.4, 3·4; 

3.8, 3.6, 3.1,. 3.8 A between 0~ and C3 , O.z and c, , 0 3 and C::s-, 

-o, and C~ , 0~ and Cs- , Ott- and c~, respectively. The closest 

C to C distances are quite normal, namely 3,6, 3.6, 3.8 A between 



-
Cs and C.zo, C~:; and C~~, C11 and C~.1.., respectively. The closest 

intermolecular approach of all 1s that between the OH group and 

one of the nitro-groups, i.e. 3.0A between 0 1 and 0 ~. 

The short intermolecular distance• are thus those 
-. 

between oxygen atoms of n1tro.groups and carbon atoms of benzene 

rings, but it is unlikely that these would provide a mechanism for 

the formation of the complex, since the approach of the nitro

groups to the benzene rings of the hydroxyd1phenyl molecule is no 

closer than their approach to the•nzene rings of the dinitro

diphenyl molecules; in fact the latter values are, on the whole, 

smaller. Moreover, as shown in table 8, these distances are of 

the same order as those obser ved in crystals or ordinary aromatic 

nitro compounds such as ~·din1trobenzene (3), m•dinitrobenzen.e (9), 

4a4' .... din1trod1phenyl (4) and picryliodide (11), and are all, 

therefore, compatible with ordinary van der Waal's forces. These 

results are thus 1n agreement with those obtained by Powell and 

Huse (12a) tor the complex between ~-trinitrobenzene and 

p•1odoan111ne. 

There is a possibility of weak hydrogen bonding between 

the OH group and the oxygen atoms of one of the nitro-groups. The 

OH to 0 distance is 3,0A; and corresponding MH to 0 distances in 

urea have been attributed to hydrogen bonding. This, however, 

cannot provide a bonding mechanism 1n this compl•x wkere the ratio 

of dinitrodippenyl to hydroxydiphe.nyl is Jal. 



2. THE COMPLEX OF 4t4'-DINITRODIPHENYL WITH DIPHENYL. 

As shown in table 3 the unit cell dimensions tol' this 

complex are almost identical with those for the similar complex 

with 4-bydroxydiphenyl just describedl and this unit cell also 

contains two or the complex groups (C,~C,Ii:;-)( (0.1NC6Hit~ H,_NO.t )'3 • 

Since comparative photographs for these two complexes are very 

nearly identical and the thermal vibrations in each produce 

ditf'use reflections accompanying corresponding spectra it seems 

probable that they both have very closely similar structures. 

This is confirmed by the very close agreement shown in table 6 

between the observed values of F()lOl) after allowance has been 

made for the extra OH group. 

The JlOl spectra for the diphenyl complex were recorded 

by Dr. J.M. van Niekerk of the University Physics Department on 

a We1ssenberg photograph taken with a crystal mounted about the 

~ axis, and the intensities of these spectra were measured by him 

on the microphotometer. The values ot F(bOl) thus obtained are 

compared 1n table 6 with the corresponding values ot F(bOl) 

observed tor the complex with hydroxydiphenyl, from which the 

calculated contribution or the OH group has been subtracted. 

In this d1pheny~ complex reflections of type bkl occur 

only with b.+ & even, 1100 only with ll even and OJ&O only with k even. 

The space-group may therefore be Q;t, Q,... or 9.t/~, and all these 

space-groups are spatially possible. It should be possible to 

distinguish between the space-group possibilities from observation 

[ r .. ,~ ~;j 
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of the pyro-electric effect but single crystals large enough to 

make satisfactory measurements have not been obtained. However, 

whichever space-group is eorrect1 only the finer details of structure 

can be affected. 

If the space-group is either ~~or c~;~ it should 

be noted that, since there are only two complex groups in the 

unit cell, it is then necessary for the diphenyl molecules to lie 

completely in the mirror planes and for the dinitrodiphenyl 

molecules to lie across the mirror planes, as was found to be 

the case for the bydroxydiphenyl complex. 

Assuming the space-group [.t,ft... a Fourier projection of 

the unit cell along .R onto the ~ ¥,plane was Jllade by Dr. van 

Niekerk, and the contour diagram thus obtained was tound to be 

closely similar to the corresponding contour diagram for the 

complex with hydroxydiphenyl, the only significant difference 

being that there was no peak corresponding to the position of 

the OH group. 



3· tHE COMPLEXES OF 4z4'·DINITRODIPffENXL WrrH Nij:ij'N'• 

TETftAME'XHYLBENZIDINE * BENZIJ2INE, 4z4 '•DIHXDROXYDIPHENXL, 

AND W~TH tlODO-, 4-BROMO- AND 4-CHLORQD4PHENYL .. 

A comparison of the unit cell dimensions (table 3) 

for all these complexes suggested that the~ructures might be 

similar to that of the complex with 4-hydroxt diphenyl. Assuming 

this similarity:,, and taking into account the symmetry elements 

of the possible space-groups, it was found tha.t the molecules 

could be packed into the U&'lit c.ells so as to give reasonable 

structures. These approximate structures ware then tested by 

observation of the strength of the more important spectra and 

by observation or t he diffuse reflecti ons due to thermal 

vibrations. Further confirmation was then obtained by taking 

photographs for the various complexes about §t[ygturalkJ 

equivalent directions; these photographs show very striking 

sim1la2rity. 

In this section the approximate stru.ctures ~rill 

fir s t be descri bed eitd t hen compared with that of the complex 

with hydroxydiphenyl. 

Tbt . _egmnlett w:i th tetramethx;LbenJ1dine. 

Spectra of all types occur and the space-group may 

be a·ithe;r P 1 or .fT• The unit cell contai.ns two of the complex 

groups [ o2 Nc, H,.c, H,_liOt]/f. 8 CH3 ) :L NC6 H~~ ~~~ ( CH3 >.2.] • The approximate 

str 1cture descri bed here nei ther specifi cally contains nor 

excludes a centre of s ymmetry' it need not be materially altered 



to fit either space-group. Fig 9 shows a projection of the unit 

cell .along .!. onto the ~ plane. The tetramethylbenzidine molecules, 

seen end ... on, are shown lyi.ng along .1 and there are two such 

molecules, ene above the other, 1n the distance .1• Since there 

.is no halving of the unit cell there must, however, be some 

difference in orientation between successive tetra.methylbenzidine 

molecules in the A direction. These successive molecules, 

therefore, are probably inclined differently to the A axis; 

they must, however, still lie very ne~ly 1n the (011) plane· in 

order to account for the very great strength or the spectrum 011. 

Each dinitrod1phenyl molecule shown on the projection 

(fig. 9) represents eight molecules lying parallel to one another 

and separated by l/8 .a or 3· 78A. or course,. it the tetramethyl

benzidine molecules are inclined to the .1 axis, then the eight 

dinitrodiphenyl molecules will not lie exactly above one another 

as shown. In order to account for the great strength of the 011 

spectrum they must, however, all lie with the long axes of the 

molecules very nearly in the (011) plane as shown. It the planes 

ot the lenzene rings of these molecules are very nearly 

perpendicular to the (Oll) plane the d1n1trod1phenyl molecules 

will interleave with one another as shown 1n t1g. 10, which is a 

projection or the structure along the axis [ oii] onto the plane 
-(011). In this projection the dinitrodiphenyl molecules, lying 

across the (011) planes• are seen end-on, and the tetramethyl• 

benzidine molecules are seen sideways-on. It will be seen that 
-the dinitrodiphenyl molecules lie in the {16 111) planeSJ and, 

[ f':J«- '1-7 
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as would be expected from such an arrangement, the spectrum 
-16 111 and the spectra Boo and 811 are found to be very strong. 

AQe compl§X wi~h benz1Qine .• 

Spectra W occur only with !! -t- .!£ even, and llOl 

occur only with .b and 1 even, the space-groups Qc. and C 3/c 
are therefore possible, but it will be shown that Qc. is the more 

probable. The unit cell contains four of the complex groups 

[o~Nc,~C, Ift..NO~Jtr[H2NC6 H~t-C6&,..rm,.]. Fig. 11 shows a projection 

of the unit cell, which is .Q .face-centred, along .b onto the .a.g 

plane, which is also a glide plane with translation !2· The 

benzidine molecules lie along R and are thus seen end-on, Each 

d1n1trod1phenyl molecule shown on the projection reprasents 

tour molecules lying parall el to one another and separated by 

lt-7 

tll or 3·71A. These dinitrodiphenyl molecules must all lie with 

their long axes very nearly in the (402) planes,. while the benzidine 

molecules must lie almost wholly in these planes, th:f.s is 

necessary in order to accotmt for the very great strength of the 

402 spectrum. 

It will be seen from fig. 12, which is a projection 

ot the structure along the axis [ 102] onto the .IJ2 plane,. that the 

d:tnitrodiphenyl molecules l ie parallel to the &.Q plane and are 

contained by the planes midway b.etween the planes (080) ; this 

is e·cessary 1n order to ~ccount for the gre . t s t rength observed 

for t he spectrum 080, as well as tor tlle spectr.a 241 and 241. 

With this arrangement, which is eonsi~tent wj,th the space•group 

£c., it will be observed (fig. l2) that t ho dinitrodiphenyl 



Thtl oompl~ rD1.th beMt.dtns (C). 
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molecules in adjacent (402) planes interleave with one another. 

If the space~group were ~~c the two-fold axis parallel to R 

would make it necessary for lljacent diliitrodiphenyl molecules 

in adjacent (402) planes to have the same ~ coordinates, and no 

interleaving of the molecules is then possible. This would 

mean a closer than normal approach of the molecules to one 

another, and the spectrum 040 should then be strong, whereas 

it is actually very weak indeed as woulc be expected from the 

arrangement shown in fig. 12. 

The qo;plex with dihrdrgoydiRnepyl. 

Spectra W ot all types occur, while ,bOl occur 

only with .b even and O,kO with .i even; the space-group is 

therefore fixed uniquely as ft1(~· The unit cell contains four 

of the complex groups [o~ NC, B,_~ H,_lfO.z J3 [ oHc, Ht,.C, Ht OH] . Fig. 13 

shows a projection of the unit cell along .~ onto the ~ plane; 

the symnetry elements are included in the diagram. The special 

positions given to the molecules are the only ones which satisfy 

the symmetry conditions and at the same time give a structure 

closely similar to that of the complex with hydroxydiphenyl 

shown in fig. 7• The dihydroxydiphenyl molecules seen end-on 

are shown lying directly along ~' but the length of this axis 

(ll.)A) is not sufficient for this, since the length of a 

dihydroxydiphenyl molecule, allowing for the approach of the next 

molecule and even assuming hydrogen bonding between adjacent 

OH groups, is approximately l2.8A. These molecules must, 

therefore, be inclined to~~ but, 1n order to account tor the 



very great strength ot the 040 spectrum, they must lie almost 

wholly in the planes midway between the (040) planes, as shown. 

Each dinitrodip~enyl molecule shown in t1g. 13 

represents three molecules lying parallel to one another and 

separated by 1/3 R or 3.76A. Since the dihydroxydiphenyl 

molecules are inclined to .£t the dinitrodiphenyl molecules 

cannot lie, as shown, directly one above the other; in order 

to account for the great strength of the spectrum 040, however, 

they must lie with their long axes very nearly midway between 

the (040) planes. These molecules do not lie parallel to the .I!! 

plane; but, as tor the complex with hydroxydiphenyl, are 
-probably inclined to it so that their lengths lie in the (206) 

planes. ~his is shown in fig. 141 which is a projection ot 

the !tructure along the ads [ 30i] onto the .QQ plane 1 the 

dinitrodiphenyl molecules are then seen end-on and the dihydroxy

diphenyl molecules sidew.ays-on. The .£ coordinates ot the 

dinitrodiphenyl molecules were chosen in the only possible way 

to account for the great strength of the spectra 113 and 113; 

1t was tben found that in order to get interleaving of the 

molecules, and consequently better packing, it was necessary 

., .. 

that they should be inclined to the (206) planes as shown in fig.l4. 

The spectrum 206 should then be very much weaker for this complex 

than it was for the complex with hydroxydiphenyl where the 

dinitrod1pbenyl molecules are practically contained by tae (206) 

planes; and this was found to be the ea!e. This arrengement is 

not very satisfactory but, in spite of many trials, it .is the 

only one which could be round to fit the observed data. 
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The complexes with 1odo-• bromo•. and chlorodiphen;yl. 

The oscillation photographs for these complexes are 

abnormal and a large number of spots on these photographs are 

diffuse and elongated in the R direction instead of being 

sharply defined. These diffuse spectra are probably the result 

of periodic errors in the structure, the nature of which will be 

discussed in the next section. In oscillation photographs about 

the £ axis for these complexes only the Oth, 7th and 14th layer 

lines consist ot sharply defined spectraJ all the other layer . 
lines consist ot diffuse spectra. The layer lines are evenly 

spaced tor the iodo complex, but irregularly spaced for the 

bromo and chloro complexes. Only an approximate value can 

therefore be assigned to t .he s spacing for the complexes with 

bromo- and ohlorodiphenyl and there is of course no true unit 

cell tor these complexes. In this section, however; these 

abnormalities have been disregarded and the diffuse spectra 

have been treated as normal spectra and indexed in the usual 

manner. 

Except for the irregularity in the spacing of the layer

lines about the ~ axis for the bromo• and chloro• complexes, the 

dimensions of the crystal cells a.re tho same within the errors 

of measurement. The unit cell s contain two of the complex 

groups [O;t Nc,H,_c, ~Not]7 [xG{H+c,HJ.z t where X repr esents the 

halogen atom. The spaee•groups may be ~~ ' ~"" or ~~A· The face

cent ring of the~ructure already accounts tor the pr sene of 

two complex groups in the unit cellJ if there were to be a 



two-fold axis as well, the molecules would have to lie in 

special positions in order to avoid a further doubling. ~e 

naed consider only the polar halogen molecules. As these 

molecules lie with their lengths nearly along !! and with two 

molecules in the distance .Sh they must be so rranged that the 

one molecule is derived from its neighbour by operation of the 

two-told axis, which must be parallel to ~· This means that the 

molecules must lie so that the halogen atoms are alternately 

adjacent to and opposed to one another1 pairs ot halogen atoms 

are then spaced along ~ at intervals of approximately 25.8A 

instead or being spaced singly at intervals ot 12.3 • 12.9A as 

they would be if the molecules lay end to end. Now, the 

arrangement of the layer-lines on rotation photographs tor the 

bromo- and chloro-complexes about the s axis is such as would 

appear if a set or planes ot spacing J.69A (probably corresponding 

to the dinitrodiphenyl molecules) had been modified by some 

periodic distribution (probably corresponding to the halogen 

molecules) repeating itself 1n a distance 12.3 - 12.7A in the 

direction ot the a axis. A similar arrangement involving a 

modifying distribution with a repeat of 12. 9A, will explain 

corresponding photographs for the 1odo complex. This que ,tlon 

i s further discussed in the next section. It appears lik~lY; 

therefore, that 1n all these complexes the halogen molecules lie 

end to end approximately along .Q~ the possibility of a t 'ro•fold 

axis is then excluded, and the s aee•groups are probably ~~tt· 

Fig. 1' shows a projection of the structure ot these 
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eomplexeo· along .£1 onto the ,il} lane , The halogen molecules 

lying along ~ ar s een end•on, and t here are two mol ecules in 

th dis tance ~· Each dinitrodiphenyl molecule represents seven 

molecules lying parallel to one another and separated by l/7 Q or 

3.69A. It t e space-group is .Qmt 1n order to avoid doubling 

the number o.f oomplex groups in the Wlit cell, it is necessary 

for t he halogen molecules to lie exQctly in t he mirror planes 

(020) and tor the d1n1trodiphenyi molecules to lie across thesa 

mi rror planes. as shown. This is supported by the very great 

strength of the spectrum 020. It will be seen from fig. 16, 

which 1s H. project:1.ou of the structure along the rot1s [ 701] onto 

t he .l2,g l)lan , that t he d1n1tro<li phenyl molecules 1 e practically 

in tha planes (20 1 14); this i s necess ary in order · o aooount tor 

the gret t stre·1gth of the apec t ra 20,14, 117 and 17. 

G&Jntral .com"Qari§QD ansi gonr!rmatiQl\ ot the si(rneturH• 

For the s ake of brevity 1 t is convenient here to refer 

to the complexes of dinitrodiphenyl with hydroxydiphenyl (A), 

tetramethylbenzid1ne (B), benzidine (C) 1 dihyd.roxyd1phenyl (D), 

and the halogenated diphenyls { iodo-~ bromo• and chlorodi .t henyl) 

(E), by t he l etter s in brac....l<ets. 

The great sirail ri't!r between the full~r determined 

structure of t he complox (A) and the approY..imata structures 

jus t descri bed for the co cpl o:xfls (B), {G), (D) and (E) is 

particular l y appa:rent if f'ig. 7 is compcred with :t•igs. 9, 11, 

13 and 15. Comparative photogr~phs t~~~n with the eryst~ls 

mounted about the vertical axes of these figures show very 
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great similarity indeedJ Weissenberc photographs, showing only 

the zero layer-line, and taken with the crystals rotating about 

these axes, are reproduced 1n fig. 17. Further photographs 

taken with the crystals rotating about other structurally 

equivalent axes also show considerable similarity. 

In all these structures the dinitrodiphenyl molecules 

lie ac~;oss one of the crystal planes while the other component 

molecules lie J.n this plane with their lengths nearly normal 

to the planes of the benzene rings of the dinitrodiphenyl molecules. 

These crystal planes are, for the eomplex~s (A), (B), (C), (D), 

and (E) respectively, the plane• (020), (011), (402), the planes 

midway between (040), and the planes (020), (see figs. ?, 9, 11, 

13 and 1'). These planes contain, therefo:i:e, a very large 

number of~oms, namely four carbon and two nitrogen atoms for 

· each dini trodlphenyl molecule, and .Ill the atoms 1n the other 

component molecule.. It is found that in every case the spectrum 

arising from these planes is exceedingly strong, and is the 

strongest spectrum appearing in each photograph of fig. 17. 

The fourth order spectrum tor these planes, namely the spectrum 
-oso, 044 1 16,o8, 0,16,0 and 080 tor the complexes (A), (B), (C), 

(D) and (E) respectively, is also found to be very strong indeed; 

this is to be expected since .111 the atoms of the dinitrodiphenyl 

molecules now have a nearly maximum contribution (see tigs. 91 

11, 13 and 15). 

The separation of the equivalent planes (020) 1 (011), 

(402), (040) and (020), 1n the complexes (A), (B), (C), (D) and 

[ r-'1.._ ~I 



T A B L E 7. 

COMP4RISON OF THE PIDijSIOlfS . OF THE VARIOQS COMPLEXEf • 

. · (dimensions in A) 

Separation 
(d) or the 
planes con
taining the 
molecules 
other thu 
dinitro
diphenyl. 

Separation 
of like 
mole~ules 
in the above 
planes. 

Length or 
the axis 
along which 
the mole• 
cules other 
than dinitro
diphenyl lie. 

Approximate 
length or 
the above 
molecules. 

Separation 
of the dini
trodiphen,-1 
molecules 
along the 
above axis. 

Complex or diQitrodiphfnYl 1~tb 

hydroxy
diphenyl 

d(020) 

4.73 

20.1 

R 

11.13 

11.7 . 

~~tra.., &1-lt y /
benzidine tet•r 

MthJ;tll 
benzi
dine. 

d(Oll) 

4.70 

20.2 

.. 
30.2 

d(402) 

4.77 

R 
14.8 

14.0 

dihydroxy
diphen.yl 

d(040) 

4.66 

20.0 

12.8 

... ~ '' 

iodo-, 
broJDO-
or chloro
diphe~yl. 

d(020) 

4.75' 

20 .• 0 

R 

approx. 25'.8 

12.9(1odo) 
12.7(bromo) 
12.3(chloro) 



(E) respectively, should be very similar and is found to be 

always about 4.7A. (see Table 7) The distance between the 

molecules,lying J.n these planes, which are separated from one 

another by din1trodiphe~yl molecules should also be similar 

and is found to be always about 20A (again see Table 7). 

In all these complexes the molecules other than 

dinitrodiphenyl lie approximately along one ot the principal 

axes, namely the~, !t }2, ~and g, axes, tor the complexes (A), 

(B), (C), (D) .and (E) respectively and are nearly normal to all 

~ I 

the dinitrodiphenyl molecules, which are separated by approximately 

3.7A 1n this diraction. The length of this axis must, therefore, 

be sufficient to accommodate the right number of d1nitrodiphenyl 

molecules and should be comparable with the length or the other 

component molecule. This is shown to be the case in Table 7. 

As with the complex (A) pronounced diffuse reflections, 

some of whi.ch .are reproduced in figs. 18 - 20, have been observed 

tor all these complexes and provide a useful check on the proposed 

st~uctures. The strongest circular diffuse r~Jlections are found .... .~ ,.,., 
to accompany the spectra 800 and 811, 24~ 113 and 113, and 117 

and il? tor the complexes (B), (C), (D) and (E) respectively. 

The directions of the planes corresponding to these spectra 

have been drawn in on figs. 10, 12; 14 and 16 and will be seen to 

be nearly parallel to the planes of the benzene rings of the 

din1trod1phenyl molecules. The strongest diffuse streiJcs are 

round to accompany the spectra 055, 11,10, iO,ol and ro,ol tor 

the complexes (B), (C), (D) and (E) respectively. The 
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Loue photograph, i ahen tn a Gyltndrtoal camera, ~ih the 

crystal •ounted rotih t'M ! uta oerttcal1 and using un,ttltered 

copper radtatton '£nctd~m~ perpendtcular to .! "*: 
The strongest dtftuse streak aooompantes t~ speot~ 0~~. 

The 'broad dtt.tuse arsas accompany the spectra 800 and 811. 



The complex wtth benztdtne (0) • 

• 

Laue photograph, taken tn a cyltndrtcal camera, wtth the 

crystal mounted zotth the b a.%ts t1erttcal, and uetng unJ'tltered ... 
copper radtatton tnctdent at 10° to ~*· 

-The~trongest dtffuse streaks accompany the spectra 11,10 
ana ll,lO. 

Ths broad cltf/use areas accompany the spectra 24l and 2if. 
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Laue ;~Mtograph, ta~en tn a (Jlll'£7ldrtoal camt~ra, JQt.th the 

oryetal mounted ~tth the ! ~ta uerttoal, and ustnq un/'£ltere4 

copper raatat ton "£nct.derd at ~~ o to !. "* . 
-The etrongeet 4£!tuse streak aocompcmtes the epeotrwn 10, 01. 

The broad dt.ffuee areas aQoo•pcmy the spectra .ll.!J ana 119. 



direction ot the planes producing these spectra have been 

drawn 1ri on figs. 9, u, 13 and 15 and will be seen "to be 

nearly perpendicular to the lengths of the d!nitrodiphenyl 

molecules. 

Further confirmation ot the relation between the sruc

tures of the complexes (A), (D) and (E) is given by the similarity 

both in direction and magnitude, of the principal refractive 

indices (see Table 2). 



The compl~z wtth hydro~dtphenyl. 
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0 l6 o.·soi.llatton photograph, url.th th6 crystal mount•tJ wtth 

the ~ azta D~rttcal, and uatng OUK~ racltatton tnctdent tntttallJ' 

parallel to .(! * . 
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Th~ complex wtth tododtphen.yl. 

lf.5 ° osotllai ton photograph, ld(,th the crystal mounted r.otth 

t1~ ! axts vertical, and ustng auK~ radtatton tnctdent tntttally 

* parallel to ~ • 
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~~· 23., 

l(J 
0 

osctllat.'£on ph.otograph~ wtth the crystal mounted wtth 

the 0 ~te verttcal~ and ustng auxtl( radtatf,on tnctdent tn.tttalll/1 

parallel to ! *. 



The complex wtth ohJoroatphenyl. 

. . . 

,, 

l'f,q. i4· 

1~ 0 oactllatt.on photograph, fDf.th the crystal motmtea wtth 

the ~ azt.a ~ertt.cal, ana ust~g ~~ raatatton i~otaent tnt.ttallV 

parallel to a*. 
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The complex wtth hydroxydtphenyl. 
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Nq. 2tJ. 

0 
l~ osotllatton photograph, wtth the crystal mounted wtth 

the ! azts uerttoal1 and ustng auK~ radtatton tnctdent tntttally 

parallel to a*. -



The complex wtth tododtphenyl. 71 

I , .. 

. . ' 

---'-'----- -

0 1" osotllatton photograph, wtth tM crystal mounted wtth 

t1ul ! axte verttoal, and ustng OuKII( radt.at'ton tnotdent tnt.ttally 

* parallel to ~ • 



4. PERIOD X& EMORB IN I TRE CRYSTAL LATTICES OF THE 

MO!JjQYJtAR I COMPLEXES OF 4:~'-DINl:TRODIPHENYL . WI TH 

~IODQ•, 4-BBOKO- AID 4-CHLORODIPHENYL. 

7:< 

In the previous section, where the approximate structure 

to which these complexes conformed was described, it was mentioned 

that the oscillation photographs are abnormal, showing alternation 

ot sharp and diffuse spectra. Some photographs are reproduced 

in figs. 22; 23 and 24 and fig. 26. In tias. 21 and 2~ are 

reproduced corresponding photographs for the complex with 4-

h.ydroxydiphenyl, showing t he similarity in the two types of 

structure. 

Descr1Rt1og ot thp gsc1llgtion ph9tograpbl• 

Photographs taken with oscillations about the ~ axis 

show sharp and clear Oth, 7th and 14th layer-lines but all the 

intermediate layer-lines show spots that are more or less diffuse, 

with elongations along t he l ayer lines. The diffuseness ot the 

spots on any one line appears to be about the same, but it varies 

markedly from line to l i ne. Careful inspection shows that in 

the photograph from the iodo complex (fig. 22) the spacing ot 

the layer-lines is quite uniform1 with the bromo complex (fig. 23) 

and particularly with the chloro complex (fig. 24) the spacing 

ot the diffuse intermediate layer-lines is not uniform, but the 

lines are arranged 1n groups, themselves evenly spaced about the 

sharp layer-lines. 

Osci llation photographs about the R axis show sharp 



and diffuse spots also (fig. 26} and 1n every cese the diffuse 

spots are those t hat would lie on the ~.ntermedi a.te layer-lines 

in photographs about the £ axis. The diffuse spots are not; 

however, a.lways centred exactly on the layer lines, but show 

marked displacements above and below them; the degree of this 

displacement appears to be a property or the individual crystal, 

since it varies in photographs obtained from different specimens. 
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A careful study of photographs taken with oscillations 

ab ut different axes shows the elongation of the diffuse spectra 

to be always parallel to Jl 1 this is very apparent in tis. 26. 

There .is no marked elongation in other directions. 

In9erpre~at~on. qt ~be Rbotggtaphs. 

In the approximate structure of these complexes the 

d1nitrod.1phenyl molecules lie parallel to one another and 

separated by 3.69A 1n the direction of the s axis (see tig. 15). 

It the structure consisted only of such r egul arly spaced molecules 

a rotation photograph taken about the ~ axis woul~ show widely 

spaced layer-lines corresponding to this distance. In the aetual 

complexe.s the pattern repeats 1 tsalt m~arly every seven layers ot 

the dinitrodiphenyl molecules, there being approximately two 

halogen molecules in this dist~ce, so that intermediate layer

lines make their appearance. 

So far as the irregular spacing of the intermediate 

layer-lines in the photographs about th!9 .Sii axis is concerned, 

the arrangement is exactly that to be expected of a series of 

optical ghosts accompanying the sharp layer-lines, such as would 



appear if a set of planes (consisting of dinitrodiphenyl 

molecules) of r egular spacing 3.69A had been modi.fied by a 

periodic error ot spac ing repeating in the direction of the 

;Q axis .in a distance of 12-7A in the case of the l'romo complex 

71J-

and 12~3A in the ease of the chloro complex, that is to say, with 

two repetitions in a distance a little less than that corresponding 

to seven layt'irs of the dini trod -' phenyl molecul es. Had t he error 

repeated itself exact lY t wice i n seven l ayers, t hat is in a 

dis tance of 12.9A, t he ghost l ayer-lines would have exactly 

C\ v l ded t he sp ao tng between t he Ot h and 7th l£~yer-lines and 

bet ween t he 7th and 14th l ayer·lines, as i n f act t hey do within 

t he errors f ee.surement f or t he iodo complex. 

On the actual photo~raphs r or the bromo and chloro 

complexes the d.eparture from r eglllarity i s very . lain. to t he eye. 

F.or the chlorqcomplex the measured spacings of the l s.yer-11nes 

in the reciproce.l l attice> spaee, 9.S determ:1 ned by msMs of the 

Bernal cha~t, and us i ng Cq~ r adiation, are shown diagra~~tieally 

in fig., 27. The not£tion used in t he f igure. h as t he following 

s1gn1f1~a.nce. Let D be the or der t a ct pectrwn from a seri es 

of regularly speced pl anes. Suppose t hese planes to be displaced 

per iodically, a compl ete period of the dlsplacem.ent occurring 

every ,2 pl anes. Then e.dditional s pectra of order n± m/~ make 

their appearance, and these a!·e the o;,tl.c al ghosts. We denote 

any spectrum by the symbol <n,m), the spectra from the undisturbed 

planes being those of or der (JhO). When the planes are periodically 

displaced, t he spectra of order (JhO) still appear, but those 

with ml • also appear. In the photographs from the bromo and 

, ,.,... 7( 



ThtJ oo•pltJZ wtth chlorodtp'htJn;yl. 

B ... . , c~ .... t 
f tQdi .. , "·"' 
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.Dtag~tto rcspreaentat,on oJ' the pos£t£on o.t th#J layer

ltnes as thfJ11 appcsar on an osotllat£on photograph 'takcsn rot.th 

the ort~stal mounted rot.th tts .! a.¥t.s uertf.oal .(ff,g.24). 
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chloro complexes the positions of the layer-lines correspond 

to a value or ~ rather less than 3i· 

The ;qositions ot the layer-lines may thus be 

explained in detail by the assumption ot a periodic error in 

spacing. As a working hypothesis, the occurrence of the halogen 

molecules at regular inl~rvals might be supposed to bipose a 

variation of spacing on the sheets of dinitrodiphenyl ~lecules 

which are separated by ).69A. It is significant that the error 

periods, as determined by direct measurement from the photographs, 

are 12.9, 12.7 and 12.3, which are the lengths, as closely as can 

be determined from the available data, to be expected tor the 

molecules of 4-iodo-, 4-bromo- and 4-chlorodiphenyl respectively. 

It this hypothesis is correct the ratio of dinitrodiphenyl to 

iodo-, bromo- and chlorodiphenyl in the complexes should be 3.~0:1, 

3.44al and 3·33•1 respectively. UntortunatelJ it has not been 

round possible to perform the chemical analyses with sufficient 

accuracy to confirm this. On the view that the intermediate 

layer-lines are ghost spectra due to a periodic error 1n a 

fundamental spacing, we should expect the ghosts accompanying 

the zero layer-line, the ghosts (O±m), to be very weak, although 

not in principle absent, while in the actual photographs these 

spectra are quite strona. It must, however, be remembered that 

the structure contains the regularly spaced halogen molecules, 

which, considered alone, would give a set or spectra in the 

positions ot the spectra (O~a) so that in any ease these would 

be expected to occur. 



Another point requiring eonsider ation is tbe 

_d1ttuseQtll or the lines. An elongation ot the spectra along 

.R would be produced by a crystal hailing only a small extension 

1n the } direction, but this would make all the spots equally 

diffuse, which is not observed here whtJre the diffuseness varies 

with the order, 8t of the ghost. The explanation of the 

diffuseness is therefore probably to be sought in random faults 

occurring 1n the l direction or the nature of those discussed 

by Wilson (13), which are superposed on the framework ot a 

fundamentally regular lattice structure. 

%he idealised JDC?dfl• 

A simplified model that will give &n adequate 

explanation or the effects actually observed has been produced 
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by Professor R.w. James of the University Physics Department (14). 

The crystal is assumed to consist of layers ot 

dinitrodiphenyl molecules, all exactly alike, placed one above 

the other in the array represented in fig. 15, and this array is 

assumed to persist coherently throughout the crystal. Through 

this structure the chains or halogen molecules pass transversely 

to the dinitrodiphenyl molecules and parallel to the £ axis of 

the crystal. The halogen molecules lying in any one chain. are 

assumed to maintain an unchanged regular sequence through the 

crystal. In any one (020) plane the structure is supposed to 

be without faults, corresponding atoms in the different halogen 

chains all having the same ~ coordinates, so that the consequent 

periodic displacements of the dinitrodiphenyl molecules are all 
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in phase. It is supposed, hewever, that in different (020) 

planes there may be r elative displacements of the haiogen 

molecules so that in passing from one (020) plane to the next 

there may be a sudden change in the .Q ·coordinates of corresponding 

halogen molecules. It is assumed that there is a certain 

probability that within any distance measured parallel to ~ 

such a sudden change, or fault, may occur. The simplest possible 

asswnpt1on is made, that there are two possible sets of 

coordinates f or ' the halogen molecules, 

The probability that two (020) planes separated by 

a given distance shall have the same or different s coordinates 

is calculated .and the i nterference function for the crystal 

is worked out, considering the scatteri ng due to the dinitro• 

diphenyl molecules alone, with the periodic errors imposed on 

their scattering by the halogen molecules and neglecting for 

the time being the scattering by the halogen molecules themselves. 

For this purpose, the model is still further simplified, each . 
unit of the structure being replaced by a scatter ing point. 

It is shown that the diffuseness of the ghost 

maxima is governed by a factor which is a function of mt the 

order of the ghost, and the form of this factor suggests that 

the spots on the ghost layer lines might show sharp nuelei With 

relatively diffuse wings. On the actual photographs a number 

of such s.pots are in fact ·to be seen, which may be some 

eonf"1rmation of the view that the effects observ-ed are due to 

an irJ:~egulari ty of tlle same general natn.re as that discussed. 



The ghosts accompanying the zero l ayer•line are 

actually much stronger than would be expected from the'' analysis 

of this simple model. It must be remembered, however,. that in 

this :model the scattering from the halogen molecules themselv-es 

is neglected.. It ·has, however; been further shown by Professor 

James (14) that scattering from the halogen molecules alone,, 

assuming the same probability of taults in the structu1•e 1 would 

produce a set or layer""'lines havin_g the same positions ., and the 

same variation of dif.fuseness with ,order, as those predicted 

for the ghost spectra of ze.ro ord~r- The relatively stJ)'ong 

spectra actually observed in the·se positions C$Il therefore be 

mainly ascribed to this cause, the true ghosts being those 

accompanying the higher orders. 

Ibe nature of tho errors. 

It is not possible to specify the exact nature of 

the 1r,regular1t1es in these structures, but it is tempting to 

c.ssoc:i.ata the d1.stortions which appear to be produced 1h the 

regular arrangement of the dinitrodipheJiyl molecules with the 

size of the halogen atom introduced by the other component. 

Thus the ghost spectra are most intense in the iodo complex 

and weakest ln the chloro complex, whieh corresponds to large 

d.istortions in the iodo complex. and small distortions 1n the 

chloro complex. In this connect:ton it is interesting to note 

that oscilla.tion p.hotographs for the complex ot 414'-d.i nitro

diphen;rl with 4-tluorodiphanyl ar e perfectly norma1 with no trace 

ot .any d1tfuse spectra; in fact, the photographs exhibit ,peet' 

7Cf 



great similarity wi th correspond.ing pho tog~al hs -or t he complex 

with dihydroy~diphenyl previously aescribed. 

Alternations ot sharp and diffuse spectra on the 

wo 

same photograph have also been observed by Powell and Huse (12b) 

tor the molecular complexes of hexamethylbenzene· with pieryliodide, 

•bromide and -chloride. They sug.gest that errors are due to 

the alternate layers, consisting each of one kind of molecule, 

not being completely regular so that sometimes two adjacent 

layers of the same type or molecule ma~ exist. Also, in each 

layer of picryliodide, •bromide Ol' ... chloride there are three 

ways ot packing t he !DOlecules and they suggest that all three 

ways are actually used in a random manner. 



THE BONDING MECHANISM. 

Zht crxstallogr1phie evidence. 

The following are the significant points arising trom 

the x~ray studiesa 

1. In the detailed analysis of the complex of 4c4 1 • 

dinitrodiphenyl with 4-hydroxydiphenyl it was shown that all 

the molecules are approximately equally spaced :rrom one another, 

and 1 as shown in table 8, none of the intermolecular distances 

8'( 

are shorter than those normally round 1n erystals ot ordinary 

aromatic nitro-compounds, bonding in which is generally attributed 
r-.c.wlts 

to van der Waal 1s forces. Thts!..._ IJ£1n agreement with theae 

ot Powell, Huse and Cooke (12a) who found no evidence for 

localized bonding in the molecular complex or a•trinitrobenzene 

with R-iodoaniline. The complex ot 4a4'•dinitrodiphenyl with 

d1phenyl has been shown to have an almost identical structure to 

that of the complex with hydroxydiphenyl, and 1n all the other 

co~lexes examined there is no necessity to assume intermolecular 

approaches any closer than those listed 1n table a, there is 

suttic1ent space 1n the unit cell in each case for the molecules 

to pack quite normally. This is reflected in the densities or 

the crystals (table 3) which are all of the same order, and are 

no higher than those recorded for the aromatic nitro-compounds 

listed 1n table 8. 

2. In the complexes of 4a4'-d1n1trodiphenyl with 4-iodo-, 

4•bromo .. and 4-chlorodiphenyl periodic distortions appear to be 

produced 1n the regular arrangement of the d1n1 trodiphenyl 



T A B L E 8. 

piStANCE8 OF CL OSE§T . llQ:ERMQLECULAR AfPROACH OBSERVED 

IN VAftlOUS NITRQ-COypOQNDS. 

C(ompoupd 

Molecular com
plex ot 4t4'
din1trod1phe
nyl w1 th 4-hy
droxyd.iphenyl. 

Molecular com
plex ot .a-tr1-
nitrobenzene 
with J,-iodoan1-
11ne (12a). 

4:4 1-dinitro
diphenyl (4). 

' ;Q·d1n1 tro ben
zene(3). 

m-dinitroben
zene(9). 

picryliodide 
(11). . 

(dimensions in A). 

o----o 
(between oxy
gen atoms ot 
nitro-groups} 

o----c 
(between oxygen 
atom ot nitro
group and carbon 
atom ot benzene 
ring) 

3.0 

c----c 
(between carbon 
atoms ot 
adjacent 
molecules) 

-



molecules. The magnitude of these distortions may depend on 

the size ot the halogen atoms and they are no longer pre·sent in 

the complex with 4-fluorodiphenyl. Further, in these complexes 

random faults in the positions of the iodo-, bromo• and chloro

diphenyl molecules appear to occur. .It is difficult to interpret 

the s1gnit1cance of these results, but it should be noted that 

these complexes are amongst the most lightly coloured and least 

stable of the series ot complexes examined. Powell and Huse (l2b) 

h,ave also observed random faults tn the complexes of hexamethyl• 

beru;ene with picryliodide, •bromide and -chloride. Such faults 

are only possible where there is weak bonding between the two 

kinds of molecule. 

). In all the complexes examined very pronounced thermal 

V'1brations oc.cur as shown by the strong diffuse reflections 

accompanying certain spectra, This is an indication ot 

comp.xati?ely weak bonding between the "layers" or atoms concerned. 

4. In complexes conforming to the type of structure 

tound for all those examined, the number of 4:41 - din1trodiphenyl 

.molecules that can be, ,accommodated for eaoh molecule of the 

other co.mponent depends on the length of this latte:r molecule. 

In table 9 are listed molecular ratios calculated on this basis 

for a number of colllPle:xes, along \Vith the ratios ,actually 

observed. The agreement between the observed and calculated 

values is very striking. The integral ratio observed in the 

majority or eases is a normal requirement of crystal structure 

and is preserved by a slight tilting ot the molecules. Ot 

pat-tic.ular interest are the complexes with bromo• and chlorodiphenyl 

[ f"''J.q_ 'if :r 



4 A » L E 2• 
RELATION BFJTWEEN THE LENGTHS OF THE MOLECULES . AND THE 

MOLECytA,R . RATIO Of THE COVPONE?frS . 

Complex ot 
4:4'-dinitrodiphenyl 
with~ 

4:4 1-Diacetoxydipheny1 

NN:N 1N1-Tetramethy1benzid1ne 

4-Acetoxydipheny1 

Benzidine 

4:4 1 -Dimethoxydiphenyl 

4-Iododipheny1 

4-Bromodiphenyl 

4-Chlorodiphenyl 

4:4 1 •Dihydroxydipheny1 

4-Aminodipheny1 

4-Hydroxydiphenyl 

4-Fluorodipheny1 

D1pheny1 

17-18 4.6-4.9 

15.3 4.1 

14.0-14.; ).8-3.9 

13.9 3·8 

14.8-15.3 4.0-4.1 

12.9 3-5 

12.7 3.4 

12.3 3·3 

12.8 
~ 

3.5 

12.2 3·3 

11.8 3.2 

11.7 3·2 

10.7 2.9 

Molecular 
ratio of 
the com
ponents 
found by 
analysis . 

5s1 

4:1 

4:1 

4:1 

7a2 

7:2 

? 

? 

3:1 

3:1 

3:1 

3:1 

3:1 

* hydrogen bonding is here assumed between 
adjacent OH groups . 



tor which the crystallographic evidence suggests that th$ 

molecular ratio of the components is J.44zl and 3·33tl respectively. 

It seems clear , therefore, that in these complexes the molecular 

ra.t1os 1n which the components unite are determined solely by 

geometrical and not by chemical considerations. 

piscussio;. 

From the crystallographic evidence it is certain that 

weak intermolecular forces, of the same order as van der Waal' s 

forces, must be operative in these complexes. The possibility 

or covalent bonding, as advocated by Bennett (1~) and Hammick (16), 

would necessitate localized .intermolecular approaches of the 

order of 1.5A. This is definitely excluded since none of the 

observed intermolecular distances are less than 3.0A. Similarly 

the variable ratios, which seem to be determined solely from 

geometrical considerations, encountered in these complexes are 

against the hypothesis of integral electron transfer, as 

advocated by Weiss (17). 

It appears, therefore, that the stability of these 

complexes may be accounted for by the interaction ener gy due to 

the mutual polarization of the molecules , a conclusion which has 

been reached by several vrorl~ers , namely Briegleb (18) , Pauling (19), 

Gibson and Loeffler (20), Hammiok (21) and Sutton (22), 

It is well known that the phenomenon of molecular 

attraction has its origin in three main effects (23), Thus there 



are attractive forces between the different molecules as a result 

ef 1 (a) the "orientation" effect, attraction between the 

permanent d,ipoles in d:ttrerent molecules J (b) the "induction" 

erfeet, a.ttraetion between the permanent dipoles of one molecule 

and the induced dipole .in an adjacent mole~ule, and (c) the 

*'dispersion" effect, statistical attraction arising from. the 

rapidly fluctuating dipoles due to the motion of the electrons 

and atoms in the molecules. The potential energy, u, arising 

fror:s. interaction of eaah of the three types mEiY be represented by 

Uori.c."to:f'"io" ( Uo) = -.:l(3 ~~r'KT 
lh ... &u.c.tiott (Vr) = -o?ol~(r' 
Ucl,!.~r~io~ (VD) = -Y,. klloo!(r-' 

where~ is the dipo.le moment of the molecules, J.. is the polar1zab1• 

lity of the molecules, r is the distance 'between the molecules; 

h is Planck1 s constant, 1< is Boltzmann is constant, ~ is the 

characteristic frequency of the molecules and T is the absolute 

temperature, 

It should be noted that these equati ons apply only 

to interaction between identical molecules, but it may ba taken 

that they will have the s:u:ne torm when applied to : nteraction 

between the W'll1ke molecules. 

For simple compounds, consisting of only one type. ot 

molecule, U:P is generally very much greater than Uo or U1 , 

although Uo may become large for highly polar compounds. U 1: is 

nearly always very small,. It is 7 however, t .o be expected that 

if molecules with intense localized dipoles are brought into 



proximity with highly polarizable molecules, the "inductive" 

attractive forces may become considerable. The value o o(~~ 

for inter action between the two types of molecule will b large , 

Ur 'Hill t hen beccme appreciable, &nd this increase l n binding 

energy may be sufficient to account for the formation of a 

solid complex. 

It must be emphas i zed that the total binding aner gy 

ff 7 

in any molecular crystal is given by the sum of the "orient ation", 

"induction" and "dlspersiont• effects. It is not envis ged that 

1n these molecular complexes the value or UI i s gr eater than 

t he others, but erely that it is large enough to account. for 

the existence of the two unl~e components in the one compound. 

The values of Uo and. U, may still be larger than the value of Ux. , 
but they do not depend for their magnitude on the presence of 

unlike molecules; that is,, the values of Uo and UJ> are not 

enhanced by the presence of the two types of 1nolecu1e, whereas 

this presence may mean an increase in the value ot Ux , 

In compounds cont.ain:tng h1 gh1Jr pol r groups i t is to 

ba G:x:pected that the value of Uo shoul d be large, sin e it 

depends on ./A-7;-' • This is str kingly illustrated .. the 

oxis t e ce of solid, though IJ.on .. coloured, com lo"' .. es obtaine 

et ween d.i.fferent ni tro .. em p una.s (24·). 

At the present time it is not possible to carry out 

calculations of the binding energy in molecular complexes with 

any degree o1 accuracy. In order to treat the distortion of 



an electron distribution in the presence or polar reactants it 
' 

is necessary to have ~re information about the anisotropy of 

the polarizability or molecules and bonds. Briegleb (18b) has, 

however, made calculations of the binding energies 1n some mole• 

eular complexes of' .a-trinitrobenzene, assuming an approach or 

3.0A between the nitro-groups yet' 4D) and the hydrocarbon whoee 

polari zability was c~lculated from the molecular refractivity, 

and has obtained values of' the order or 2Kg.-cals. tor the 

gm.--mol. heats ot interaction. While these l'esul ts are 1n 

agreement with other experimental ly determined heats ot interaction 

(18b, l6b, 21, l;b), which are of the order of 1•5 Xg.-cals. 

they must be considered as being only very approximate. 

The application or the ideas outlined above to the 

formation of molecular complexes between nitro-compounds and 

aromatic hydrocarbons is supported bythe following data1 

1. The nitro-group has one of the highest group 

dipole momenta. In this connection it is very significant that 

similar complexes are formed by nitroso-oompounds (25), quinones 

(17b, 25, 26) 1 liquid so~ (27}, aromatic acid chlorides and 

nitriles (lJc). It will be observed trom table 10 that all these 

eoBponents contain highly polar groups. 

It is or interest to note that a hilhlY coloured 

complex has recently been obtained with 4t4'·dieyanod1phenyl and 

benzidine. It is hoped to obtain further complexes or 

4a4'-dieyanod1phenyl, and perhaps or 4z4'-c11isoeyanodiphenyl 

(the group moment ot the •NC grouping is ).9D} .. 
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Anderson (26) has investigated the crystal structures 

or some molecular complexes involving quinones and the _evidence 

is that in these complexes also there are no abnormally short 

intermolecular dist~ces. 

2. Aromatic hydrocarbons conta.tn a conjugated double 

bond system and so have ~ disperse distribution of eleetx·ons in 

the 7f 1( bonds 1 such nn electron distribution should be compara

tively mobile and so easily polai•ized. Polarizability may be 

roughly determined {28) from measurements of refractivity, 

necordj.ng to the Lorentz-Lorenz relation. It is fotm.d that 

compounds containing conjugated double bonds show optical 

exaltation, that is they have unusually high molecular refrac

tivities. This is regarded as indicating the increased polariza

bility of the electron system. 

The aromatic nucleus itself, however, does not show 

optical exaltation, probably tor reasons of symmetry since 

exaltation appears again in aromatic compounds with unsaturated 

side chains and in conde·nsed. ring systems. It is, however, 

emphasized by Sutton (22) that values tor the pola;r1~ab1lj.ty 

obta.ined by usj.ng o:r.dinary m.acroscopic fields, such as light 

fields, may not always be applicable to the discussion of short 

range intermolecular attractions where the fields are very intense. 

For instance, the field at 3A axially from a mathematical dipole 

' ot aD is 67~ 10 volts/em. It is possible therefore, as Sutton 

suggests, that the unsaturated aromatic-ring system may have 

abnormally high polarizability 1n very strong localized fields. 



11 
Ot interest ar e the results or Briegleb (l8a) who 

has found that the binding energy in complexes ot J.•trinitrobenzene 

with various hydrocarbons depends in a marked wq on the structure 

ot the hydrocarbon, and these binding energies are greater the 

greater the optical exaltation shown by the hydrocarbon. The 

binding energy or the complex is high if the hydrocarbon system 

is completely conjugated but decreases as soon as the conjugation 

is interrupted. 

When considering the question of the polarizability 
i .. , ..... e.,...( 

of the aromatic hydrocarbon it is interesting to note that .._. 

complexes ·with nitro-compounds are apparently more stable it 

electron•repelling groups are introduced into the hydrocarbon 

and less .stable if electron-attracting groups are introduced, 

indeed in the latter case it is generally impossible to isolate 

a crystalline complex. It is tempting to suggest that t .he 

introduction of an electron•repe.lling group into the hy dr ocarbon 

leads to a greater availability or electrons in the aromatic 

nucleus, implying a greater polarizability of the molecule. 

Considerable care must, however, be exercised in interpreting 

the effect ot substituent& on the stability of these coJQplexes 

since geometrical effects depending on the size of these 

substituents will undoubtedly be of importance 1n determining 

the approach or the molecules to one another. ~ 

As far as the production of colour in these complexes 

is concerned, 1t is not possible, without a quantum mechanical 

treatmentpmethods for which are not yet fully developed, to 



attempt to describe the mechanism involved. The production of 

colour depends on the existence of suitable intervals between 

the available electron energy•levels, and it is to be expected 

that variations in these energy levels will accompany the distor• 

tiona 1n the electron systems or the molecules which must occur 

during the formation of these molecular complexes, or when the 

unlike molecules approach closely in solution. It is not 

necessary, as was suggested by Gibson and Loeffler (20), to 

postulate incipient "chemical" action in order to account for the 

production of colour either 1n solution or in the solid state. 

To summarise, i t may be said that tho tendency to 

formation of t hese complexes is probably determined by the 

increase in t li.o:.:: "inductive-' attr~ctive forces, with a consequent 

increase 1n binding energy, as the highly polar~oups or the one 

component approach the polarizable nucleus of the other component. 

The final stabil1.tJ"., however, of' the solid complex, if' one is 

·formed at all; and the molecular ratio of the components, must 

depend largely on geometrical considerations, that . is, on the 

.nature of the crystal structure the complex is able to assume. 



A P P E N D I X 1. 

. •• 'i'lr' .• 

X-RAY METHODS AND AfPWTus• 

Two Kachlett x-ray tubes emitting CuKoe radiation 

we.re used throughout this work and were supplied by the circuit 

shown diagrammatically in fig. 28. They are rated to operate 

at 50 KVP. and l~ mA. but were ienerally operated at about 

35' KVP. and 10 .. 12 mA. The CuK~ radiation was partly absorbed 

by a t1lter or Nickel toil. The presence or Mickel as an 

impurity 1n both anticathodes was shown by the appearance or 

extra spots on tlle films corresponding to the NiKo( wavelength, 

and it was therefore necessary to exercise care 1n indexing the 

spectra. 

The rotation camera, made by Unicalr\ Instruments 

Cambridge, had a diameter or 60.0 mm. and was equipped with 

goniometer arcs and a colliJDator and telescope srstem. In 
0 0 • addition to the ~ , 10 and 15' cams originally fitted to the 

camera, extra cams or 30• and 5'0° were constructed and adapted 

for use with the e amera. 

The Weissenberg camera, constructed 1n the workshops 

or the University Physics Department; was of undistorted seale, 

having a diameter ot ~7.3 mm. and a travel or ;t• /mm. It was 

also equipped with goniometer arcs and a telescope system and 
• gave a total rotation of 190 • 
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Considerable care was always exercised in choosing 

good crystal specimens. Single crystals of suitable size were 

lkst selected under binocular microscope and 1n general had 

to be cut to approximately uniform cross section (about 0.2 mm.) 

about the desired axes; the final selection was made under a 

polarizing microscope where flaws show up very clearly. The 

crystals were mounted on the sharp point of a bakelite holder 

with a speck of Canada balsam. The setting or the crystals was 

generally done using reflections from faces about the zone axes; 

when no faces were available, however, the setting was adjusted 

by trial and error from the s.bpe of the layer lines on the 

photographs. 

The unit cells of the crystals and the indices of 

the spectra were determined using the standard reciprocal-lattice 

methods developed by Ewald (29) and applied by Bernal (30) to 

graphical indexing. The reciprocal-lattice point hkl is 

regarded as being located by the cylindrical coordinates f f f 
where f is parallel to the rotation axis, f is perpendicular to 

the rotation axis and f is the angular coordinate. The unit 

cells and general indices hkl may then be determined by 

measurement of the I J coordinates of the spectra on rotation 

photographs using a Bernal chart. The reciprocal-lattice points 

having the s a.me i J coordinates may be determined graphically. 

The indices of p rticular spectra of the type hOO, hOl, etc., 

may best be determined by measurement of tha :f f coordinates of 

the spectr on Weissenberg photographs using the j f scales 



described by Buerger ( 31) and. employing a similar graphical 

method, 

Where it was not possible to determine the monoclinic 

angle,~, from goniometer measurements, Weissenberg photographs 

were taken with a crystal rotating about the ]t axis and the 

angular separation ot the bOO and OOl spectra measured. 



A P P E N D I X 2. 

APPWT!]S FQR MEASYRING . THE pyRO-ELECTRIC EFFECT. 

The crystal was gripped between copper terminals in 

a manner similar to that described by Orelkin and Lonsdale (2). 

Changes in potential may be produced across the crystal when it 

is immersed in liquid air; if the crystal is contained in the 

grid circuit ot an electrometer valve, changes in the anode 

current may then be produced which will cause deflections of a 

balanced galvanometer in the anode circuit. The circuit which 

was used was self-compensating to allow for changes in the 

filament current c:md is shown in fig. 29. The electrometer 

,_ . <tl 

valve used, when operatod with t he grid at •3V o.nd the anode .,_ 4-V 

~vi t h r es1 ect to the filament, and llSiin g a filament current of O·J 
-/t-

amp., passed a grid current of only 10 amps. A negligible 

current w,s therefore passed through the crystal. For efficient 

operation 1 t was. necessary to shield both the electrometer 

valve and the grid. circuit. It was also necessary for a drying 

agent such as P~O~ to be introduced into the tube containing 

the crystal. 
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A P P E N D I X 3• 

AHE DifFUSE REfLECTIONS DUE TO TfiERjAL . YIBRATJ;ONs:· 

The thermal vibrations which occur in crystals at 

ordinary temperatures cause random irregularities in the structure 

which diminish the intensities of the main spectra. but leave 

their sharpness unaltered. At the same time the general scattering 

is increased. 

It was first predicted by Fe.x~n (32) and Waller (33), 

who treated thermal vibrations as displacements due to a series 

ofelastic waves in the crystal, that the effect of these thermal 

vibrations would be to produce an extension of reflecting power 

of the reciprocal-lattice points. The reciprocal-lattice points 

would then be surrounded by a cloud of weak reflecting power, 

the shape of which depends on the 'velocity of the elastic waves 

in various directions in the crystal. The effect of this 

extension of reflecting power is to produce diffuse extra 

r eflections accompanying the Bragg maxima on x-ray photographs. 

This was first studied by Laval (34) and has recently been 

extensively studied by Lonsdale (6). 

The dependence of the extra intensity i n the 

neighbourhood of the reciprocal-lattice points upon the nature 

of the crystal is of great impo~tance. Although it is possible 

to calculate the detailed distribution or the intensity function 

about the reciprocal-lattice points for only very simple crystals, 

it is possible to reach qualitative conclusions using the 
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following data: 

1, Elastic waves propagated along a given direction in a crystal 

will cause extension of the ref'leeting power of each reciprocal• 

lattice point along the direction of propagation. 

2. The intensity of reflecting power at any given point depends 

on the square of the cosine of the angle between the radius vector 

of that point 1n reciprocal-lattice space and ~ the direction 

of the atomic movements, that is on the polarization of the waves. 

From these simple considerations it is possible to 

arrive at general conclusions concerning the extra reflections 

from "layer" and "chain~ structures (6a). 

Laxer structures. 

The atoms in the layer planes of a sti'Ucture such as 

graphite, mica, etc., are more f1r.mly linked than in other 

crystal planes, Such structures will yield most readily to 

displacements perpendicular to ~he layer planes and the preferred 

modes of vibration of the atoms are therefore perpendicular to 

these planes. 

Suppose the layer planes to be the planes (100), 

then the vector fro.m the origin to the reciprocal-lattice point 

100 1s always parallel to the di rection of maximum vibration 

whatever the direction of the wave. For instance, maximum 

contributions will be· given by longitudinal waves travelling 

along (100] and also by transverse waves travelling along [001] 



(ol 

and [010] t but which are polarised along [1ool. 

The reciprocal-lattice point 100 will thus show a 

maximum extension of reflecting power in every direction 1n 

reciprocal space and will be nearly spherical. The reciprocal

lattice point 100 will then be cut by the sphere or reflection in 

a circular section and, on a LaUe photograph, the spectrum. 100 

will be accompanied by a large nearly gircul@r diffuse reflection. 

Chaip structytes. 

In long chain compounds the compressibility along the 

length of the ohains is much smaller than that at right angles 

to the chains. Therefore longitudinal vibrations along the chain 

axis cannot ~ccur to any marked extent. If the chain axis is the 

axis [100] then no extension of reflecting power along [100] for 

the reciprocal-lattice points 100 is to be expected. 

Transverse vibra·tions perpendicular to the chain lengths 

are however permitted, and if such w~vos are polarised along [1oo] 
they will give maximum contributions. There will thus be a disc.,. 

shaped extension of reflecting power, in all directiom perpendi

cular to the chain lengths, about the reciprocal-lattice point 

100. fhe intersection of this by the sphere of reflection will 

be more or less linear and the spectrum 100 will be accompanied 

by a diffuse stre&i• 

It has been shown (35) that with a structure 

containing long flat molecules botn types or diffuse reflection 

may be observed, and uaeful information as to the orientation 

or the molecules is thus obtainable. 
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A P P E N D I X 4. 

Il'i~ENSITY HEASU11EMENTS • 

(a) Rela't;ive intensitY getermipation. 

As no ionization spectrometer or integrating photometer 

was available the relative intensities of the spectra were deter

mined by measuring the density or amount of blackening of the spots 

on the· rotation photographs with a travelling microphotometer. 

A typical photometer trace of one of the films is shown 1n fig. 30. 

The zero•line is the trace obtained when no illumination falls on 

the photoelectric cell. The indexing of the peaks on the traces 

was done by taking a trace of a Bernal chart and transferring it 

to tracing paper; by placing this over the traces of the films, 

the value of .f f'or the various peaks could be read off directly, 

and the corresponding indices assigned to the peaks. 

The variation in intensity with the height of the 

peak vtas determined by Dr. J .N. van Niekerk of the University 

Physics Department (36). The method used was to make a series 

of s tandard wedges of known exposure from the direct x-ray beam; 

these were then photometered and the relationship between h (the 

distance from the ·zero-11ne to the trace) and .1 (the intensity 

1n sees. of exposure) obtained. A graph ot l against h was drawn 

using these value~ and from this intensity cw.·ve the relative 

intensities of t he spectra, appearing on the photometer curves 

fer the films; were determined as follows: 
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Values or h 0 and Jl were measured, where l! is the 

distance f'l'om the zero-line to the top of' the peak and .b 0 is 

the distance from the zero•line to the background on wpich 

the peak occurs. The corresponding values of' l 0 and l were 

found from the intensity curve and the relative intensity of 

the spectrum is (1 • lo)• The relative intensities of the 

spectra appearing on the trace shown in fig. 30 are given in 

table 11. 

Since no Weissenberg camera was available at this 

stage, many oscillation photographs were necessary 1n order to 

get the tull rotation required tor the crystal (90° ot- 180°), 

and, altho gh care was taken to expose and develop the films 

/Olf. 

for the same length of' time, it was impossible to record each 

f'ilm :1~der. exactly the same conditions. For each film, therefore, 

oscillations ot 1;• were given to the crystal, which was then 

turned through 10° for successive films until the tull rotation 

had been obtained. In this way some spectra were common to 

each successive pair of films and these spectra were used to 

standardize the films 1n terms of one another. The standardiza

tion of two successive films in this way is shown in table 12. 

When making these intensity observations many low 

order spectra were overexposed; any peaks with ~Zo.; em. were 

assumed to be overexposed. It was therefore necessary to take 

further~ilms with reduced exposure times to include these strong 

spectra as well as other spectra of determined intensity, by 

comparison with which the strong spectra could be expressed 

on the same seale. .. 



INTENSITIES 

Xndex. 
--L.H. S. 110 
~lO .20 
420 

~g 
'2 0 

f 0 
0 
0 

0 0 
o,IO,o 

R.H. S. 110 
310 
510 
420 
530 
820 
910 

10,00 

TABLE 11. 

OF THE SPECTRA APPEARING ON PHOTOI§TER 

TftACE . P22 SHOWN IN FIG, 3Q · 
h h I I ~ Ccms . ) (ems . ) (s:es . ) (sees . ) (s 
4. 7 
4. ? 
5. 65 
6. 05 
5. 85 
') . 7 
6. 25 
6 . ~; 
6. ' 
6. 75 
6. 9 
7.1 
7. 3 
?. 7 
7-95 

4. 5 
4. 5 
6. 1 
6.0 
6. 9 
7· 3 
7. 4 
7. 4 

N1 B. 

1. 15 15 73 58 
1. 2 15 71 56 
4. 8 8 14 6 
1. 4 6 64 58 
1.1 ~ 75 68 
4. 45 17 9 
3.0 4. 5 31. 5 27 
2. 8 4 34 30 
3. 15 2. 5 29. 5 27 
4. ; 1. 5 16. 5 15 
5. 85 1 7 6 
4. 25 0 19 19 
6. 9 - 1. 5 1 2. 5 
~ . 25 -3· 5 28. 5 32 

• 55 -4. 5 3 7· ' 
1,0 17 79 62 
0. 95 17 82 65 
1. 2 6 71 65 
0. 66 7 106 99 
1.6 1 58 59 ? 
6. 75 -1. ; 1. 5 3 
6. 2 - 2 5 7 
6. 7 • 2 2 4 

l1o and 110, 310 and 310 · 53o and 530 
should , of course , have !he same intensity. 
530 is however far stronger than ;)o and 
is also stronger than the value ot this 
spectrum on other films; it has probably 
therefore coinci ded in position with a~ 
spot of some ot her spectrum. 

/D~ 



T A B L E 12. 

STANDARDIZAtiON OF FILM __ P30 II TERMS Of FILM P29• 

Intensity on 
P29 

Spectra eommon 
to P29 an4 P30 

(sees.) 

mean value 60 310 
510 
820 
910 
10,00 

6,; 
3 
7 
4 

Intensity on 
P30 . 

(sees.) 

Factor 
f29/P3Q. 

1.1 
1.2 
1.2 
1.1 
l.O 

mean 1.1 



(b) Absolute intensitY det§rm1nat1on. 

It is possible to reduce the relative intensities 

to an approximately absolute scale by comparison with a known 

crystal; E•dinitrobenzene was chosen as the standard since 

crystals of convenient shape are easily obtained, the absorption 

coefficient for this is nearly the same as that for the complex 

ot din1trod1phenyl with hydroxydiphenyl, and the absolute 

intensities of its spectra have already been measured (3). 

A photograph with a crystal ot the complex rotating about the 

R axis and set to include a representative set of spectra was 

taken, one side of the filmbeing shielded by lead. A crystal 

ot ~-din1trobenzene, having approximately the same size as the 

complex crystal, was then set to rotate about the R axis; the 

other side of the film was then exposed under as nearly as 

possible the same conditions for the same length of time, 

This procedure was repeated using different spectra and the 

films were measured up on the microphotometer.. In comparing 

the intensities of the two sets or spectra, absorption effects 
~~-may be neglected sinee ~ was virtually the same fo~ the two 

10] 

different crystals. The main difficulty is to make the necessary 

cor rection for the size of the two crystals. Owing to the 

manner in which the intensities were measured they are probably 

not proportional to the volumes of the crystals, as would be 

the ease had integrated intensities been used; sinee only peak 

intensities were measured it seems probable that an increase 

in cross section of the crystal, as presented to the x-ray beam, 

would result mainly 1n an increase in the size of the reflected 



spots without any , reet inc:rea e in heir peak intensity. 

The intensities may, therefore, be assumed to be proportional 

to the mean tllliokness, ,1, of the crystals. Neglecting absorption, 

the expression for lt the intensity as measured on the 

microphotometer,. thus · becomes 

I = [ (£..)' ).' ('-;_:.:_2
:)] F~u) 

CL. 

where Vc, is the volume ot the unit cell. 

The •atio l {eom~l ·~(n-dlnitro e 4ene) 

may t en be calc 11 ted anc a facto"' s obtainec1 by 'hieh the 

ob erved r elative intensities may be multiplied in order to 

place them on an absolute scale. 



A P P E H D I X S. 

1'he theoretical values ot t. calculated by James and 

Brindley (37) are tor atoms at rest. There is, however, 

considei"able thermal mo.tion in sort ergan1e eeystals so that 1 t 

is necessary to reduce the theoretical value of t. to allow 

tor this. Values of 1 tor carbon have been obtained experimen

tally from the accurately known structures graphite, hexamethyl• 

benzene and anthracene and are quoted, for various v.alues of 

s~~ by Robertson (38), If these experimental values of z. 
tor carbon are compared with the theoretical values obtained 

by .James and Brindley it is tound that ( si. ... e-)1. 
- ·H -

f._Ji:f"t"i ... c. ... f-G.( ¢ f fi...,o...._h·UI>.( '1. .e. "}.. 
thus in all calculations of structure factors in the present 

work the t. values obtained eXperimentally for carbon were used, 

whilst for oxygen and nitrogen the l. values or James. and Brindley 
- "3·1 (~~e-)"" 

were reduced by the factor ~ ~ • 



A P P E N D I X 6. 

NOtE QN THE ST!MMATIQN. METHOD _Qf LII!SON ANj) BEEVER§. 

When using the method of summing double Fourier 

series described by Lipson and Beevers (8), care must be taken 

to see that the summation equations have the right form. 

The equations worked out by Lipson and Beevers have 

the form 

llO 

which means that the structure factors would have to be calculated 

in the form 

or 

It is more usual, however, to calculate structure 

factors in the form 

F (r.. k) = ~ f -e.+-< ("~ ,_ kyJ o r . F = 14 + {13 

and that is the method which has been adopted in this work. 

The summation equations must then have the form 

and will t herefore be somewhat d. ffor ent t o thos ~ ven by 

Lipson and Beevers , 1n t he case of a oryotal whieh has no 

centr e o.f symmetry, al though the mathod of ~ ll!lmn.t ion r ama1ns 

exact l y t he same. 
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